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CHAIR’S WELCOME 

 

O NE QUESTION I OFTEN ASK MYSELF and suspect 

others do, ‘Why does everything come at once?’. 

Over the last few months CCA has been pursuing a 

number of initiatives all of which need prayer, 

considered thought and attention. Firstly, of course, we 

have the General Election where we urge all our 

members, as individuals, to meet with their candidates to 

ask questions about animal welfare, either in a general 

meeting or, if the opportunity arises, personally.  

 Matters abroad are also attracting our attention and, you will read in this issue, 

we have been actively involved in providing information to, as well as supporting, our 

overseas members. We are also reviewing the terms for overseas membership. As a 

result of our recent contacts in Rome, we have submitted a paper to Pope Francis on 

climate change. This contribution outlines the effect which industrialised farming and 

food production has on the world’s climate, ourselves and our fellow creatures. 

Hopefully, this will be reflected in the forthcoming Encyclical on Climate Change.  As 

I write, Chris Fegan, our General Secretary, is in Malta visiting our CCA members at a 

time of the referendum on the spring bird hunting ban. Sadly, this was defeated by a 

narrow majority. This is our first visit to Malta and we will be working with them to 

establish a CCA group that will, hopefully, increase our membership. 

 We are very pleased to hear that Sr Mary-Joy, IJS, who runs Wormwood 

Scrubs Pony Centre (WSPC), providing RDA facilities for people with learning and 

other disabilities, has teamed up with Island Farm Donkey Sanctuary in Oxfordshire 

and that two of their rescued donkeys, Peter and Rudolf, are now living at WSPC and 

will, eventually, be taking part in the RDA programme.  

 Although the feast of St Francis is some time away, for those people organising 

animal blessing services, now is the time to start. Publications for September need 

copy material during August. My hope is that we will have animal blessing services in 

churches throughout the country, giving praise and thanksgiving for all God’s creation, 

as well as praying for animals in war zones, laboratories and industrial farming. If you 

would like to organise a service (usually) near to 4th October, the feast of St Francis, 

help is available. Orders of service, special words for the hymns and advice are 

available - just email  labcott2@gmail.com or ring 01235 868516. 

 Animals in experiments are another area in which we have been working. Both 

Chris Fegan, General Secretary, and Dr Deborah Jones, our Theological Advisor, have 

been interviewed by Vatican Radio on this subject.  News is just in of a Conference to 

be held in Oxford on The Ethics of Using Animals in Research. http://

www.oxfordanimalethics.com/ 

 

mailto:labcott2@gmail.com
http://www.oxfordanimalethics.com/
http://www.oxfordanimalethics.com/
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 Finally, our annual Ecumenical Animal Welfare Retreat will take place May 

18th – May 22nd at Nodffa, Penmaenmawr, a Catholic retreat house in North Wales. 

I urge anyone who has not been to come along.  It is a great opportunity for us all 

to pray together and see old friends as well as listening to excellent speakers. 

Contact: Irene Casey at irene.casey@talktalk.net  

Judy Gibbons 

EDITORIAL 

 

A  VERY WARM THANK YOU  to everyone who has submitted 

an article, letter, poem or other item of interest. The Ark is 

a members’ magazine and we welcome all contributions from 

our members. Whilst we include a number of solicited articles 

and interviews, we want all our members to feel that they can 

contribute to The Ark and raise issues about animals and 

theology that concern them, even if, and especially if, they feel 

they cannot raise them in other forums.  Some issues may be controversial and 

other members may feel that they want to respond.  We encourage respectful 

debate and lively discussion.  So please feel confident and join in.  I look forward 

to hearing from you. 

Barbara Gardner 

 

CAN YOU RECEIVE THE ARK BY EMAIL ? 

 

Receiving The Ark by email has many advantages, not least to enable you 

to pass it on to your friends and church members.  Also, you can keep it 

filed on your computer.  For CCA it would save us a great deal on 

postage, so we would of course appreciate it.   

 

If you decide to receive your Ark by email, please let me know. 
 

Many thanks & blessings, 
 

Frances Chalk – Membership Secretary 

franceschalk@hotmail.com 

mailto:irene.casey@talktalk.net
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NEWS FROM THE GENERAL SECRETARY 

BY CHRIS FEGAN 

 

UK General Election 2015 

I am writing this in the middle of the campaign for the above. 

CCA is of course party politically neutral and we are 

delighted that we have Patrons from each of the three main 

UK political parties. We will continue to work with all parties 

after the General Election and hope that whoever wins the 

election and forms the next Government puts animal welfare 

high on their agenda for action. CCA has recently joined the 

Associate Parliamentary Group for Animal Welfare 

(APGAW) at Westminster and I attended their last meeting of 

the Parliamentary Session in March.  We look forward to 

working with them again when the new Parliament convenes. 

 

Malta Birds Update 

Members will be aware from the previous two editions of The Ark that we have been 

playing an active role in supporting the campaign to end the horrendous shooting of 

migratory birds in Malta.  Unfortunately the attempt to stop the Spring Hunting 

Season has failed and the referendum was lost by 51 per cent to 49 per cent in favour 

of retaining the hunt.  Although the result was incredibly close this is no consolation 

for the birds who will lose their lives in the weeks following the hunt which resumed 

its disgraceful activities on Tuesday 14th April. I visited Malta with representatives of 

the League Against Cruel Sports, including Bill Oddie, for the referendum result and 

also talked to CCA members living on the island and to the various bird protection 

organisations involved in the Spring Hunting Out (SHout) campaign.  A full report 

on the visit and the potential steps forward for bird protection and other animal 

welfare issues on Malta will appear in the next Ark. 
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Overseas Members 

I am delighted to announce that our overseas supporters are now entitled to become 

full members of CCA following a recent discussion by the Trustee Board. This will 

allow our overseas colleagues to enjoy the full benefits of CCA membership.  A new 

membership form has been produced accordingly and copies are available from the 

Membership Secretary and one is on the inside back cover of this issue of The Ark. 
 

Vatican Visit 

I wrote in the last edition of The Ark about possible Vatican visits by CCA. I am 

delighted that these took place and full reports on CCA activity in Rome can be 

found  in this edition of The Ark on page 12. 
 

Pope Francis - Encyclical on the Environment 

We are still waiting for the publication of the Encyclical on the Environment, which 

was originally expected in February. We have now been informed that it will appear 

in June and we are eagerly awaiting its arrival to see if we have been able to 

influence its content following our official submission (see page 8) and related 

activity.  
 

Milan Visit 

I am delighted to have received an invitation from the Italian Catholic Vegetarian 

Society to speak to their Annual Conference in Milan in June about the work of CCA 

and also to attend a service with the Bishop of Milan. I will be able to explain the 

work of CCA and, of course, the encouragement of a vegetarian or vegan diet is one 

of our core approaches to the care and welfare of animals. 

 Hopefully I can sign up some new overseas members whilst there!! 

 

WAYS YOU CAN SUPPORT CCA TO HELP ANIMALS 
 

 Gift subscription - give a fr iend, or  your  par ish pr iest, the gift of a 
year’s membership of CCA, with three issues of The Ark, for £20. 

 Distribute copies of The Ark - available from the General Secretary, 
Chris Fegan at chrisfegancca@gmail.com, 07817 730472. 

 Copies in your church - with permission, display several copies of each 
issue of The Ark at the back of your church for sale or to give away. 

 Bidding Prayers - ask for the occasional Bidding Prayer for animals, for 
an end to cruelty, and a blessing on all people who help them. 

 Insert our website address in your  par ish bulletin/newsletter : 
www.catholic-animals.org, with a brief description of our work. 
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CATHOLIC CONCERN FOR ANIMALS 

SUBMITS ANIMAL WELFARE PAPER FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF 

HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS  

 

The following paper, drafted by Dr Deborah Jones and Chris Fegan, has been 

respectfully submitted and proposed by Catholic Concern for Animals to Pope 

Francis for his forthcoming Encyclical on the Environment 

 

BY DR DEBORAH JONES AND CHRIS FEGAN 

 

 

In 1866, Cardinal Donnet of Bordeaux declared that: 

‘The Church, by the voice of her Sovereign Pontiffs, has placed herself at the head 

of the [animal defence] movement. It is for her to take the lead whenever she can 

make herself heard’. 

 

D IRECTLY CONCERNING THE ENVIRONMENT we respectfully draw attention to 

the negative effects of intensive (factory) farming and the livestock industry.  

Documents such as the UN Food & Agriculture Organisation’s report Livestock’s 

Long Shadow (2006) show that modern intensive ‘factory’ farming makes grossly 

unfair use of limited natural resources. The livestock sector is a leading contributor 

to the most serious environmental problems at every level – land degradation, 

climate change, air and water pollution and loss of biodiversity. It also produces 

unprecedented health hazards. Far from solving the problem of feeding the world’s 

hungry, it increases it, as the conversion rate of protein from grain to meat is very 

poor compared with the direct use of plant-based protein. Studies therefore 

conclude that moving to a plant-based diet is the single biggest change an individual 

can make to counter the effects of hunger, climate change and ecological 

degradation. In other words, for the developing world to have enough to eat, the 

developed world needs to change its eating habits – even more than its travel 

methods. 

 

Specifically, intensive farming: 

 

- destroys livelihoods as small, family farms cannot compete; 

- creates global food insecurity as one third of all arable land is used to produce 

feed for meat animals, not food for people; 

- is one of the largest polluting sectors of air, land and water; 

- is extremely cruel to animals, causing them to live and end their lives in unnatural,  

unhealthy and often very painful conditions. 
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That last point is important, as the Catholic 

Church is widely perceived as not regarding 

animal suffering as a significant moral issue. 

The absolute primacy of human interests has 

led to an indifference to the condition of 

other creatures, an attitude that causes great 

scandal in sections of the secular community.  

 Opponents of the Church, some of 

whom are disillusioned former Catholics, 

contrast her silence at condemning cruelty to 

animals with the apparently more 

compassionate attitudes of agencies and 

people outside the Church. The drift of many 

Catholics to other religions, such as 

Buddhism, or to none, is often explained by 

the Church’s indifference or even hostility to 

animal interests. 

 

 We respectfully request therefore that animals and their welfare are 

mentioned in this and future documents, and that all aspects of cruelty are 

condemned. As Aquinas noted, a lack of compassion and respect towards other 

creatures harms people. We all have a stake in a cruelty-free world, and to 

protect the most vulnerable of human lives – the unborn, newly born and 

elderly – we presume to advocate a pro-life ethic that is explicitly inclusive of 

all living beings.  

 Specific horrors, such as ‘blood’-fiestas and bullfights, can and need to be 

condemned outright, while the general instrumentalisation of animals leads to an 

attitude of disregard for creatures as subjects in themselves and with a relationship 

with their Creator independent of theirs with us or ours with God’s.  

 

General animal concerns 

We are inspired by the example of solidarity with and kindness to animals of saints 

such as Francis of Assisi, Philip Neri, Martin de Porres, and many others, and of the 

theme of the harmony with creation of the Desert Fathers and the Celtic saints of 

Britain and Ireland as living signs of a realised eschatology.  

 Advances in ethnology and animal studies have shown that many animals are 

far more capable of feeling, suffering and happiness than was previously thought 

when earlier Catholic theologians and philosophers proposed their teachings. It is 

therefore incumbent upon the present generation to develop theological  
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understanding, which takes account 

of more recent findings. There are 

teachings of, for example, St 

Thomas Aquinas, which can be 

revisited and revisioned, as well as 

those of, for example, Blessed John 

Henry Newman, which could be 

more highly emphasised. One of 

these is the abhorrence in which he 

held the practice of vivisection, 

calling it ‘satanic’, an attitude shared 

by Cardinal Manning of 

Westminster, who helped to found a society opposed to it which continues today. 

 We also request that attention be given in the pastoral field, especially when 

companion animals are adopted into families. Two-thirds of all UK households have 

pets. They help to strengthen the family and to tutor the heart to compassion and 

caring, yet there are no resources to help families with the bereavement of a beloved 

pet, or burial of it. Being welcomed into church is a rare event, and some, 

particularly elderly people, are prevented from attending Mass because they cannot 

leave their dogs behind. Pet blessing services are becoming common in churches of 

other traditions, but much less so in Catholic ones.  

 There is nothing within Catholic education or formation from seminary to 

infant school that attends to animal creation as a moral issue and as one that can 

help to compassionate culture.  Please note – there is a disparity of gender in this 

concern. The sheer weight of numbers of women involved in animal organisations 

compared with those of men indicates this, and it would be good for those (men) 

who govern the Church to show that they are listening to these concerns of women. 

  

What we are asking Your Holiness 

- For your official support: to know that you take the treatment of animals as a 

serious moral concern.  

- For positive expressions in public addresses and documents of the Church’s 

concern for the wellbeing of the animal creation. 

- For encouragement in the work of each of the curial departments, particularly 

those concerning liturgy, doctrine, education and formation, to put and keep animal 

ethics and theology on the agenda. 

- For ongoing communication, to be allowed to act as a consultative body to the 

Church at all levels; and to be involved in official channels in the development of 

the theology of animals. 
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Catechism of the Catholic Church 

In the light of the above, we recommend the following revisions to the  ‘animal 

paragraphs’ in the Catechism of the Catholic Church. In place of the present wording, 

we propose:  
 

n.2415. The seventh commandment enjoins religious respect for the integrity of God’s 

creation. The mineral and vegetable resources of the universe are the common 

patrimony of the world’s people: the use of these resources cannot be divorced from 

environmental considerations for present and future generations. Economic 

development must proceed only in consideration of the flourishing of eco-systems that 

support life.  All living creatures have been created for their own purposes and with 

their own interests, which must be respected by human beings. People’s stewardship 

over them, granted by the Creator, must not be abused, for human dominion is a role 

of service, not tyranny. People’s treatment, therefore, of other creatures must be 

governed by moral imperative. 

 

n. 2416. the inclusion of further examples of saints who have treated animals 

respectfully and compassionately. 

 

n. 2417. God entrusted animals to the stewardship of those whom he created in his 

own image [Cf. Gen 2:19-20; Gen 9:1-4]. Hence human beings must remember that 

animals, both domestic and wild, belong to God, not to them, and so treat them with 

all kindness and consideration, animals should not be treated as property. When people 

use animals to meet their legitimate basic needs, which cannot otherwise be met, they 

must do their utmost to secure the well being of the animals to the highest possible 

degree, and not give priority to the concerns of income and profit. People must not 

make animals work beyond their strength, nor impose living conditions contrary to 

their natures. They should not engage in leisure pursuits, which, directly or indirectly, 

cause suffering to animals. The use of animals in experiments, other than for the 

benefit of the individual animals concerned, (or, in rare cases, for the sake of the 

animals’ own species) is not an appropriate exercise of human stewardship.  

 

n.2418: By adopting in love the roles of servant and priest of creation, the human 

being goes beyond simply fulfilling duties towards animals. People’s love for them 

must be appropriate to the needs of the species. It is contrary to God’s rights over his 

creation for animals to be caused any suffering, and especially premature death, except 

under exceptional circumstances and where no alternative course of action is available. 

While the relief of human suffering must always be a duty of the Church, that is not to 

disregard the legitimate use of resources for the relief of animal suffering.  
 

Catholic Animal Theological Primary Source: The School of Compassion: A Roman 

Catholic Theology  of Animals by Dr Deborah Jones (Gracewing, 2009) 
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CATHOLIC CONCERN FOR ANIMALS  

AT THE VATICAN 

 

I N THE LAST ARK WE REPORTED THAT CCA vice chair, Dr Deborah Jones and CCA 

general secretary, Chris Fegan went to Rome to meet with Vatican officials 

concerning the forthcoming papal Encyclical on the Environment.  A valuable 

contact was made with the President of the Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences 

who has been most encouraging and helpful. A written submission was made to the 

Vatican putting CCA's case for the inclusion of animal welfare issues in the 

forthcoming Environmental Encyclical due to be published by His Holiness. 

 We are delighted that our Patron, Sir David Amess, has also travelled to 

Vatican City to meet His Holiness, Pope Francis, during the General Audience on 

Wednesday 4th February 2015.  He also met with two other Cardinals, an Italian 

MP and members of the Catholic press. 

 Following his visit, Sir David commented: ‘I was absolutely delighted to 

meet His Holiness Pope Francis.  He clearly is a quite extraordinary human being 

who has a gift somewhat similar to John Paul II of being a great communicator.  I 

observed at first hand his rapport with people of all kinds, particularly the disabled 

and children.  I now very much understand why he is so very popular. 

 ‘This is a difficult time for religious communities generally. Given his 

supreme and unique importance as the Head of the Catholic Church, we are truly 

blessed to have Pope Francis as our leader. I extended my warm wishes from 

Southend residents and expressed my hope that he will visit the United Kingdom. 

He rather touchingly asked me to pray for him.’ 
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CCA Patron, Sir David Amess, meets His Holiness, Pope Francis, at 

the Vatican - February 2015 
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THE WILDERNESS 

SERMON FOR LENT 

 

Rev. Prof. Martin Henig MS, DPhil, DLitt is a Fellow of the Oxford Centre for 

Animal Ethics, a founder member of the Voice for Ethical Research and Vice-

President of the Anglican Society for the Welfare of Animals. He is also Honorary 

visiting Professor at the Institute of Archaeology at UCL, London.  Here he shares 

with us his sermon, given for Lent, at St Margaret’s Church, Binsey, about the 

importance of Wilderness and the sorts of sacrifices that are meaningful for Lent. 

 

BY REV. PROF. MARTIN HENIG  
 

I will remember my covenant that is between me and you and every creature of all 

flesh. [Genesis 1:15] 
 

The Spirit immediately drove him out into the wilderness. And he was in the 

wilderness forty days tempted by Satan; and he was with the wild beasts; and the 

angels ministered to him. [Mark 1:12-13] 

 

A  THEME THAT HAS TAXED ME, a theme that has always 

worried me, is first our relationship to God and then our 

relationship to our neighbour. The Shema is of course 

absolutely fundamental to Judaism, as is the related 

commandment, and so it was to Jesus, who reiterates them, 

and thus they have been handed on to us as Christians. But I 

am certain that we interpret the word ‘neighbour’ far too 

narrowly; God’s covenant is to all life on earth. In our narrow speciesism we call 

places that are not inhabited by other humans, and these areas become fewer and 

more restricted, year by year, ‘wildernesses’. However, such wild places are the 

home for others of God’s creatures.1 I worry that not only do we steal more of our 

fair share of the earth in the name of ‘development’, but we pollute it and enslave so 

many other animals, treating them as objects, and killing them in vast numbers. 

 

The Wilderness of the Prophets 

Today our theme is the wilderness and leaving aside the Hebrew Bible’s account of 

Creation in Book 1, and noting God’s covenant with Noah and the animals in 

Genesis 9, let us take up the wilderness theme with Moses who flees from Egypt 

having killed an Egyptian who has been ill-treating a Hebrew and finds God in the 

wilderness on Mount Horeb in a Burning Bush.2 God commands him to rescue the 
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enslaved Israelites and subsequently he leads his people through the wilderness 

where they sojourn for forty years. In the wilderness Moses and his people were 

strangers and yet this experience brings Law (the Ten Commandments)3, and 

establishes Hebraic identity.  

 But above all the wilderness comes to be associated with the Prophets. At 

evensong last week the first reading was a well known story about the prophet 

Elijah in the wilderness whence he has fled from the wrath of Ahab and his wife 

Jezebel. Suitably topped and tailed the episode can still charm and beguile us.4 

Elijah has just slain the prophets of Baal, which in our very different world sounds 

a chilling note. Of course, in the manner of mythic history, Elijah is painted as a 

shining hero of the true God, while his opponents are presented as of an 

unremitting blackness and evil.  

 Elijah flees, a day’s journey into the wilderness, and came and sat down 

under a broom tree.5   Here he is fed for forty days and forty nights at the same 

Mount Horeb where God revealed the Law to Moses. There God creates a great 

wind, an earthquake and fire - all manifestations of God’s power, though God is 

not of them. And then God is in a ‘still, small voice’…which is how we most like 

to envision God in our hymns and prayers, but that voice in this case is a voice 

demanding vengeance on all the enemies of the Lord, here Ahab and Jezebel and 

their followers.  

 Elijah is not the only Prophet to seek safety and solace in the wilderness. 

For example, Isaiah sings of its beauty, and imagines God bringing rain so that the 

wild places burst into new life.6 The wilderness can be a place of renewal, of 

redemption. In the New Testament we meet John, the Baptiser, generally seen by 

Christians as the last of the Prophets who made the wilderness his home. If one 

enters the wilderness with the wisdom of God on one’s side it can, indeed, become 

home; for even a little rain will make the desert blossom, the world of nature is 

alive here, birds and wild animals abound, and if one is attuned to God’s world, 

not one’s own, here one can find peace and instruction. 
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The Wilderness Today 

In a busy world of constant action, of diaries, mobile phones, i-pads and email it is 

often hard to get away, relax, think and be open to the word of the Lord. Even in 

Church, too often, we may find ourselves simply chattering to God, as though it is 

all just about us. Some churches but, blessedly, not this one, keep up an 

unremitting barrage of noise. In others we can be 

thankful for the organ whose voluntaries allow us 

to prepare for worship in silence and at the end 

digest what we have heard and prayed and prepare 

ourselves again to face the unremitting world and 

for wonderful choirs, whose singing allows us to 

relax for a few moments into ourselves. But the 

greatest boon, the greatest of all, is silence broken 

only by the sounds of nature, the wind rustling the 

branches of the trees and birdsong. 

Here I want to say something which may 

not be altogether popular with all churches or church authorities. I never judge the 

‘success of a church’ by the size of its congregation, but by its capacity to become 

that liminal place where we humans and all creation can find God, where the alone 

can speak to the alone. My primary responsibility, indeed, is here at St Margaret’s 

Church, Binsey, a sequestered spot where, even at evensong on fine summer days, 

congregations are quite small, but the silence and holiness of the place, the church 

itself, the healing well, and the silent churchyard with titmice chirping from the top 

branches of the yew are all redolent of ‘sacred space’, and that is borne out by the 

number of times one finds pilgrims at prayer, or the records of their visits 

sometimes with a poem, in the visitors book. The ‘still small voice’ here is 

assuredly one of peace. 

 

The Wilderness of Jesus 

Last Wednesday Lent began a period of forty days and forty nights, in which our 

Lord prepared himself for a ministry, in which many will regard him as Elijah 

returned (just as some had seen John the Baptist), though his Gospel would be one 

of love and certainly not one of warfare and killing, though he himself would suffer 

as a victim on the cross. Like Moses, like Elijah, he knew the wilderness, but as the 

famous episode of the Transfiguration when Our Lord was transfigured between 

Moses and Elijah testifies, he was, he is, greater than either.7 Like Elijah he would 

ascend to Heaven but Elijah, for all that, was simply a man; Jesus is the Christ, the 

creator, God incarnate. 

But so much of this is in the future. Our Lenten journey begins with Jesus’ 

baptism by John, a reminder to us of our baptism and then: 

 
 

St Margaret’s Church, Binsey 
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The Spirit immediately drove him out into the wilderness. And he was in the 

wilderness forty days tempted by Satan; and he was with the wild beasts; and the 

angels ministered to him.8 

 

An Escape from Negative Emotions and Cravings 

Satan is not very popular nowadays and the Synod has just voted to drop his name 

from at least one version of the Baptismal liturgy. Mark is rather breathless in 

describing Jesus in the desert: Matthew gets him to reject a natural craving for food 

and turning stones into bread, or presuming on his divinity by throwing himself off 

the temple and being saved by angels, and finally 

power over all the kingdoms of the world.9 Perhaps we 

should see these as versions of all the useless cravings 

we all have for comfort, wealth and power, and 

jealousy of others, cravings we can only face in the 

silence of our own hearts, if only, if only we can find 

that silence. 

 The wilderness, silence, being alone, either in an 

empty physical landscape or a landscape of prayer, can 

help us to fight our negative emotions. Some people 

attempt to realise it in some symbolic way, by giving 

up wine or coffee or - more usefully and incidentally 

traditionally - meat.  

 But there is, as I have already stated, a positive 

side to it all.  Mark’s words that he was with the wild 

beasts, reminds me of the Natural World, of the first chapter of Genesis, of Psalm 104, 

and the lovely descriptions of the animals of the wilderness in the book of Job, and I 

preached about the wider importance of creation last week in St Frideswide’s Church 

and again at Somerville college.10   

 

The Peaceable Kingdom 

Being with the wild animals indeed reminds us of the Peaceable Kingdom before the 

Fall, the Peaceable Kingdom prophesied by Isaiah, and destined to return when all has 

been accomplished by Christ. Doubtless he felt at home for, after all he made them, as 

well as the flowering plants and indeed the landscape and the ‘great globe itself’. 

 Actually I think a lot of people today yearn for the wilderness, given the 

popularity of Natural History programmes on the television, as well as the popularity 

of such organisations as the National Trust and the RSPB.  When faced by dark events 

in the world, war, terrorism and exploitation, I retain my faith that ‘nature is never 

spent’ to use Hopkins’ words in his poem God’s Grandeur; I have hope in the 

empathy so many of us have for the world of nature. The name Lent, the season in  

———————————–
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which we are in today, the season leading up to Passiontide and Easter, is simply 

an Old English word without a specific religious connotation. It means that days 

are lengthening. Even now in February, aconites, snowdrops and crocuses appear 

in churchyards and gardens. The ‘dawn chorus’ is beginning as birds mark out 

territories, and the great cycle of the seasons begins again. So think about nature, 

give up meat because that not only reminds one of the sentience of other creatures, 

but plays a small part in saving the planet in other ways. So take something on, 

perhaps something you have never done before. 

 

The Wilderness of the Saints 

If you do, you will be in good company, with the Desert Fathers, or with the 

Insular saints of our own land. They chose such remote sites as Skellig Michael, 

Iona or the Farne islands to meet God in the wilderness, and yes, with the wild-

beasts. St Cuthbert (634-687), for example, prayed all night in the sea and was 

dried and warmed by otters and formed a close relationship with the birds on 

Farne island.11 As for doing something new, Professor Michelle Brown has shown 

convincingly that the Lindisfarne Gospels, the finest and most important product 

of the Northumbrian Renaissance, were written and illuminated on Cuddy’s 

Island, a low, windswept islet off Lindisfarne by one of Cuthbert’s successors 

Bishop Eadfrith (bishop from 698-721) as a Lenten penance in the last five years 

of his life.12 Few of us, I fear, could match that! 

But I hope that over the next weeks we will all find some time in the 

wilderness, some time to engage with the world around us, some time with the rest 

of creation to find refreshment and the peace that passes all understanding.  

 

Happy Lent! 

 

References: 
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CATHOLIC CONCERN FOR SMALL ANIMALS 

 

CCA Chairman Emeritus, Dr Edward P. Echlin is honorary research fellow at Leeds 

Trinity University College, and author of The Cosmic Circle, Jesus and the Earth 

(Columba, 2004) and Climate and Christ, A Prophetic Alternative (Columba, 2010).  

Here he explains the value of the smallest of God’s creatures and how we are deeply 

interdependent and interconnected with them.  

BY DR EDWARD P. ECHLIN 

 

I N CONCERN FOR ANIMALS WE ALWAYS INCLUDE OUR PETS and other animals around 

us, past and present.  Inclusion of a cuddly dog for example makes their presence in 

our prayers, thoughts and hearts literally tangible.  As I write these words my little 

dog, and friend of several loving years, lies perilously 

stricken with a liver infection. Like herself even Mildred’s 

illness is humanoid. Nothing can make one more symbiotic 

with Catholic Concern for Animals (CCA) than that. 

 I would like to propose, moreover, that we 

consciously widen our concern to include the whole varied 

animal and microbe community, including the myriad less 

noticed animals such as barely visible insects that are within 

our wider earth community.  It is estimated that literally 

thousands of tiny animal companions are present in a full 

teaspoon of good soil. These tiny creatures contribute to the 

soil fertility which provide our food. They assist to keep our topsoil relatively crumbly 

so that rain and necessary elements reach the roots of the plants which feed ourselves 

and the wider community including red squirrels and hedgehogs who, with other 

animals, rely on crumbly soil and plants for shelter and life. A noteworthy example – 

of only one low profile creature this time – is the recently appreciated mycorrhizal 

fungus which assists the roots of our plants to absorb their own food. That creature 

with the challenging name, like small animals, also deserves the concern of CCA. 

 Just as we are related to all other earth 

creatures, so is Jesus Incarnate and Risen. As 

Teilhard de Chardin said memorably in his Mass on 

the World, ‘Through your own incarnation, my 

God, all matter is henceforth incarnate’.1 Teilhard’s 

‘matter’ includes small, even barely visible animal 

creatures. CCA, as our name proclaims, is 

concerned with all sensate creatures including the 

tiny ones which nourish plants. 

——————————  
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Living Churchyards  

Supporters of CCA testify to our holistic animal concern when we support Christians 

who designate a special wildlife area near church buildings. Yorkshire Wildlife Trust’s 

‘Living Churchyards’ movement was an inspiration to 

Christians in other parts of the country. We are now blest 

with ‘The Nature of God’s Acre’ Church of England 

movement in several southern counties. Recently their new 

and well presented journal asked for comments from 

parishioners about their ‘God’s Acre’ churchyard.  A 

parishioner of St Michaels and All Angels, Withyham, says, 

‘For me it is easier to be near God’s presence in a country 

churchyard, it is lovely to stop and watch animals.’2 A 

parishioner of St Giles, Dallington comments beautifully, ‘Daughter and mother buried 

here; they loved wildlife, birds, and butterflies.  So I feel much happier when these are 

in evidence when I visit them.  Plus I think it very important to encourage wildflowers 

etc’. 3 

At our time of seriously endangered insect species, including pollinators of 

our food plants, we can designate ‘God’s Acre’, our ‘living churchyard’ or ‘wildlife 

corner’, as ‘Bee Friendly’, promoting insect friendly plants.  My church designated a 

corner of the churchyard as a ‘Wildlife Sanctuary’.  A parishioner, who is also a parent 

and school caretaker, carved and posted those friendly words on a piece of drift wood. 

Even nettles and wild berries have their insect friendly uses. The churchyard is a living 

asset to encourage children to interest themselves in wildlife, including insect friendly 

plants with colourful butterflies. By encouraging prison gardens and wildlife CCA also 

encourages and inspires some prisoners who later will be ‘outside’ and able to befriend 

small living creatures. 

Another, often unnoticed reminder of our inclusion of small animals is our 

inclusive burial services. In burial a person becomes, as it were, closer in some ways to 

other earth creatures. Recently I attended a neighbour’s burial. The undertaker lowered 

the coffin just as the priest said, ‘dust to dust, earth to earth’, an implicit testimony to 

our shared creaturehood with all soil and earth animals. Similarly, Teton Sioux Chief, 

Luther Standing Bear, recently described how 

native Americans taught their children that the 

earth is ‘mother’ of all living things. ‘Sometimes 

we boys would sit motionless and watch the 

swallows and the tiny ants, or perhaps some small 

animal at its work and ponder its individuality and 

ingenuity …. Everything was possessed of 

personality, only differing from us in form.’4 

————————
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With similar sensitivity and imagination 

people today, even in urban car cultures, can 

become aware of the pervasive and 

struggling presence of small animals. 

Jonathan Tulloch describes his ten year old 

wildlife pond as home to over twenty 

hibernating frogs, plus newts, toads, and ‘all 

manner of aquatic insects’.5 My wife Barbara 

and I, too, are annually thrilled when frog 

spawn appears in our garden pond in late 

winter; and later when water boatmen arrive. 

These representative animals, and myriads more, are with us in cities, 

suburbia, towns, and remaining open spaces and all are, or should be, within the 

outreach, thoughts, and prayers of CCA. We have something to offer the organic 

movement, NGOs, educators, youth, and in brief all of us who, like Jesus in his 

humanity, are connected with and include countless other living creatures great and 

small. Our concern includes even invisible ones like the inhabitants of that teaspoon 

of soil. We can assist people everywhere, not least those who, in their concern for 

animals, don’t fly, and those in media and government who include and protect the 

smaller living members of our living soil community. 

We conclude with Charles Darwin’s famous tangled bank with which he 

concluded his famous The Origin of Species. Darwin, we notice, includes all 

animals great and small. CCA includes them all too, never forgetting the little ones 

who share with us the gift of life:  

 

‘It is interesting to contemplate an entangled bank, clothed with many plants 

of many kinds with birds singing on the bushes, with various insects flitting 

about, and with worms crawling through the damp earth, and to reflect that 

these elaborately constructed forms, so different from each other, and 

dependent on each other in so complex a manner, have all been produced by 

laws acting around us’. 6 

 

1. Teilhard de Chardin, ‘Mass on the World’ in Hymn of the Universe (New York, Harper and 

Row, 1961), p. 4.  

2. The Nature of God’s Acre, Rev. Dr Mark Betson, editor (Church House, Hove, 2015), p.37. 

3. Ibid., p.27. 

4. Chief Luther Standing Bear, (Teton Sioux) speaking of the Lakota People, Living Green 

(February 2015), p.92. 

5. Jonathan Tulloch, ‘Glimpses of Eden’, The Tablet (21 February 2015), p.36. 

6. Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species (Penguin Classics, 1985) pp. 459-460. 
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ANIMALS AND THE CHURCH 
 
 

Bethany Cortale is from New Jersey, USA, and runs the blog The Vegan Vine 

(www.VeganVine.blogspot). Here she discusses Christian compassion for animals and 

the current opportunity for the Church to lead by example. 
 
 

BY BETHANY CORTALE 

 
 

A s a Catholic, I was very happy when I learned of Pope Francis’ appointment, 

especially his chosen namesake in honor of St Francis of Assisi, who had a 

special kinship with animals.  In the spirit of St Francis, I am writing to urgently ask the 

Church to expand its commitment to all God’s creatures, particularly animals exploited 

and oppressed in the name of food. 
 

Factory Farming 

Currently, some 60 billion land animals are bred and slaughtered every year for human 

consumption.  Not only is this killing cruel, but it is also unnecessary.  Furthermore, it 

is robbing the hungry of nourishment and doing irreversible damage to our planet.  

Compared to plant protein, raising animal protein requires 100 times more 

water, 11 times more fossil fuels, and five times more land.1 In addition, growing crops 

to feed animals to then feed people - instead of feeding crops directly to people - is 

completely wasteful, inefficient and unsustainable for a 

population of seven billion people that is expected to rise to 

nine billion in less than 40 years.  If the grain grown in the 

United States to feed livestock were instead fed directly to 

people, it alone could feed 800 million people,2 potentially 

eradicating world hunger as we know it. 

Factory farming is a large part of the problem, 

accounting for 99 per cent of all animal consumption.  

However, there is no way to raise animals in a humane way as 

the end result is always the same - torture and death. Organic and free-range farms are 

often just as cruel as factory farms and employ the same barbaric procedures such as 

debeaking, tail docking, dehorning, and castration - all without painkillers.  Cattle have 

their horns cut off and their testicles cut out of their scrotums, and many are branded 

with sizzling-hot irons, resulting in third-degree burns. Pigs on organic farms often 

have their tails chopped off and their ears notched, and some have rings forced into 

their sensitive noses in order to permanently prevent them from naturally rooting in the 

grass and dirt.  Chickens on organic egg farms usually have part of their sensitive beaks 

cut off, causing acute pain and often death. In addition to widespread cruelty, free-

range farms are completely unsustainable and cannot be duplicated on a mass scale to  

—————————-
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meet the current demand for animal flesh.  And in the end, just as with factory farms, 

babies are separated from their mothers and innocent creatures are cruelly slaughtered 

by caretakers with whom they had come to trust. 

Technology has also diminished the value of animals and has increased the 

ways in which they can be manipulated into machines and commodities.  For example, 

the egg industry views male chicks as worthless because they are useless for egg 

production, so hatcheries breed chickens and then divide the males from the females 

along an assembly belt. The males are separated and quickly discarded in one of three 

ways: they are gassed, suffocated in plastic bags, or tossed into a grinding machine - all 

within 72 hours of birth. This happens to 150,000 male chicks every day at just one 

facility.3 

The dairy industry is no better, artificially inseminating cows to produce calves 

and milk - ten times the amount of milk that they would naturally make - which is not 

fed to their calves but given to humans instead.  Like male chicks, male calves are also 

useless to the dairy industry so they are immediately snatched away from their 

anguished mothers and shipped off to the veal industry.  Many are too weak, sick or 

crippled to even stand and their value is so low (less than a few dollars) that they are 

often left for dead on a pile by the road.  

The pursuit of efficiency in creating large quantities of animal flesh has resulted 

in manipulated genes and mutilated bodies, creating ‘painful joint and leg problems in 

pigs, heart disease in broiler chickens, leg problems in beef cattle, and turkeys who 

cannot mate since their body shape makes it impossible for their reproductive organs to  
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come in contact.’4 We have reduced animals to mere things, cloning and breeding them 

at will, using them to satisfy our shallow interests and appetites, and discarding them 

when they don’t.  In the chilling words of one research scientist, ‘. . . we can design the 

whole carcass, if you like, from embryo to plate to meet a particular market niche’.5 

 

Human Health 

Not only is there no morally justifiable reason to breed and slaughter animals for meat 

and dairy, but doing so is destroying nature and human health. More and more people 

are waking up to the fact that the greatest contributor to cancer, diabetes, heart disease, 

obesity, and most chronic diseases is animal products. What’s more, there has never 

been a better time to embrace a plant-based diet as more and more meat and dairy 

replacements are available to consumers than ever before. These vegan items are 

delicious, healthier, and don’t involve animal cruelty - a 

win-win-win! Hundreds of vegan cookbooks are now 

available that illustrate how nutritious and delicious foods 

can be using the abundance and variety of fruits, 

vegetables, nuts, seeds, and legumes that God has provided 

in nature - even for those with a sweet tooth, like me. 

 

A Better Way 

I have been a vegetarian for 20 years and a vegan for the 

last eight. I have educated myself over those years and 

make a point of avoiding all animal products, including 

beef, poultry, fish, milk products, eggs, and honey.  Since 

doing so, I have found both my physical and spiritual 

health much improved.  I awakened to the fact that animals are also God’s creatures 

and, as such, we have no absolute rights over them, only the responsibility to look after 

them as God would look after them, and to treat them as God would treat them.  My 

diet now reflects this ethos.  It is not enough to simply say that animals matter morally, 

but then to continue causing them unnecessary suffering and death for mere pleasure, 

convenience or amusement. 

 

Christian Response of Compassion 

As a Christian, I know that Christ spent his short life ministering to the powerless, the 

disadvantaged, and the oppressed. Further, he stood against the principle that might 

makes right. The fact that billions of land animals and one trillion sea animals are 

slaughtered every single year unnecessarily for human consumption confirms that 

animals are the most oppressed beings on our planet, and the most invisible. Farmed 

animals spend their entire short lives living in unimaginable conditions, often in the 

dark, constantly sick and injured, and surrounded by filth and their own excrements.   

——–————————
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They are robbed of their families 

and their lives, and they never 

get to experience what it is like 

to be loved and cared for - all 

they know is human brutality and 

indifference.   

 As Christians, we have a 

unique opportunity to see the 

innocent suffering of Christ 

through the lives of animals, who 

are no less innocent and who 

endure daily injustices simply for 

being born nonhuman in a 

human world.  Surely, their constant agony and our callous disregard for them cannot 

please a God of love and mercy and justice. ‘The Lord says, I love justice and I hate 

oppression and crime’ Isaiah 61:8.  The things that we have allowed others to do to 

animals in our name is both a crime and a sin that society at large has not yet woken 

up to - including the Church.  Just as with racism, sexism and homophobia, we will 

one day look back disgracefully upon speciesism and our treatment of animals. 

As a student of history, I know that God is the source of rights. As sentient 

beings, also made by God, animals have intrinsic value and worth beyond what they 

can do for humans.  I understand the moral ramifications of recognizing the rights of 

animals, especially by an institution like the Church, but the Church is in a unique 

position to take an influential stand with those in bondage and to instruct the world 

that animals are neither machines nor commodities - they are our brethren. While it 

may be a difficult thing to do, it is, nevertheless, the right thing to do. 

 

The Failure of the Church 

As a Catholic, I am sad and disappointed with the Church’s failure to take justice for 

animals seriously.  For starters, I believe the Catechism’s teaching on animals needs to 

be revised, specifically the seventh commandment titled ‘Respect for the Integrity of 

Creation’. Contrary to popular belief, loving both human and nonhuman life is not 

mutually exclusive. God’s great capacity for love should teach us that we don’t have 

to choose love for one over another.  Rather, it is an inferior theology that seeks to 

limit God’s love.   

 Moreover, if animals are God’s creatures and, according to the Catechism, ‘it is 

contrary to human dignity to cause animals to suffer or die needlessly’, then there is 

no excuse for eating animals and their secretions, wearing their skins, and excusing 

their mistreatment for our entertainment, when all of these things are unwarranted and 

gratuitous. 
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Recently, St Patrick’s Catholic Church in Wisconsin, held its annual pig 

wrestling event. Despite an outpouring of criticism and concern for the pigs - who are 

punched in the face, body slammed, yelled at, and thrown around like potato sacks 

during the event - the local church dismissed any opportunity to reverse its course, 

gave the typical, indefensible excuse of ‘tradition’, and went on with business as 

usual. This blatant disregard for the lives of animals made many people, including 

Catholics like myself, angry. No amount of safety provided to the pigs would have 

been acceptable.  Promoting events that use animals sends the wrong message that 

animals can and should be exploited and manipulated for whatever we desire. This 

could have been a teachable moment to parishioners about how we should respect 

animals and treat them as we would want to be treated but, instead, the church turned 

its back on compassion, mercy and justice.  

God’s second greatest commandment to us was to love our neighbours as we 

love ourselves.  Is it not a great injustice to treat God’s creatures - who do not harm us 

and cannot defend themselves - as little more than unfeeling, inanimate objects? 

Animals are our neighbours, too, and condoning violence and cruelty against them, 

simply because they are animals and because we have made a habit of misusing them, 

is fundamentally unchristian. At the heart of the Christian Gospel, exemplified in 

Jesus Christ, is a basic call for peace, love and service to all, especially those whom 

society has cast off and regarded as least worthy.   

 

A New Opportunity for the Catholic Church  

Now, with Pope Francis at the helm, there has never been a better time for the Church 

- with its immense power and resources - to take the lead in creating a more just and 

humane world. This is my cause, but it is also the Church’s cause, and it must be 

everyone’s cause.  The plight of animals is not just an issue of morality, but a matter 

of justice.  

I urge the Church and its body to take concrete steps to progressively 

disengage from animal exploitation in all its insidious forms: food consumption, 

clothing, entertainment (zoos, circuses, rodeos, aquariums, hunting), science, and 

experimentation.  

As humans, we have been given a mighty responsibility of caring for this earth, 

which does not signify that we can do with it and its inhabitants however we please. I 

believe it underestimates and trivializes God’s greatness to assume that, in His vast 

and diverse universe, He should only care for one species. Sadly, that one species has 

shown little regard for all that God has created and has caused more destruction than 

any other. 

As Catholics, the Church asks us to scrutinize our lives and to give up 

pleasurable things if they stand in the way of achieving some spiritual good. The 

Church must not continue to ignore the issues affecting animals and the repeatedly  
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tolerated violence perpetrated against them by all of us, directly or indirectly, every 

day through the choices we make for pleasure, convenience and amusement. To 

continue in this participation and to turn a blind eye to what is happening 

diminishes our goodness and light.  

Deeply ingrained social customs and habits constrain our moral action and 

awareness, and keep us from addressing issues which we prefer to ignore and 

sweep under the rug. The Church needs to bring animals into consciousness through 

Gospel teachings, worship and ministry. To accept the status quo is choosing the 

wide and easy path.  If we are to revere life, we must revere all life and that 

includes nonhuman life.  

 As many Catholics know, St Francis shared a deep 

love for God and nature. He loved animals and thought of 

God as a great artist who was best known through His 

creations. Francis believed that destroying any living 

creature was a sin against God and humanity. He called all 

his fellow creatures ‘sister’ and ‘brother’.  He forbade 

friars to chop down living trees, and he would pick worms 

off the firewood to keep them from being burned. In the 

winter he brought warm wine and honey to the wild bees. 

Once he traded his cloak for two lambs that were being 

hauled to the butcher. One of those devoted sheep followed Francis everywhere.6 

Francis’s life was filled with similar incidents and interactions with animals. 

Francis subsisted on roots and berries and recognized centuries ago what so many 

of us forget today: animals are our friends, not food. 

 It is my fervent hope that Pope Francis will change the Catechism’s teaching 

on animals and take every opportunity within his power - with the help of St 

Francis - to lessen the burden of suffering on the animal world. I also pray that 

Catholics everywhere will raise their voices for all those in bondage and will alter 

their behaviors to better reconcile with their beliefs that animals matter morally. 
 

Notes: 
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MORAL INDIFFERENCE TO SUFFERING  

A CHALLENGE THAT ALL EDUCATORS, RESEARCHERS AND  

GOVERNEMENTS MUST ADDRESS 
 
 

Teresa Lynch RGN, MSc, is a qualified nurse who works in cancer care and has a 

particular interest in nursing ethics.  In 2001 she founded the group Nurses Opposed 

to Euthanasia, which has since become part of The Society for the Protection of the 

Unborn Child.  As her two lovely cats remind her daily of God’s exquisite creation 

and our responsibility for its protection, she describes here why animal welfare should 

be part of every school curriculum. 

 

BY TERESA LYNCH 

 
 

O N THE LAST DAY WE BELIEVE THAT JESUS will tell those on His right: ‘Whatever 

you did to the least of these, you did to Me’.  He will also say to those on His 

left, ‘Whatever you neglected to do for the least of these, you neglected to do it for 

Me’ (Matthew 25: 31-46).  Who did Jesus mean by ‘the least of these’?  He could not 

have intended to exclude His Father’s creatures.  Any interpretations of His statement 

which attempt to exclude the inherent dignity and worth of animals run counter to 

Jesus’ professed love for His Father and His whole work of creation.  For the Church 

to concentrate on Jesus’ concern for humanity, to the 

exclusion of his obvious love for animals, would miss the 

totality of His mission.  Jesus reminds His Apostles that 

‘not one sparrow falls to the earth without the Father’s 

knowledge’ (Matthew 10:29).  He emphasises God’s care 

and concern for His creation by pointing out:  ‘Look at the 

birds of the air; they do not sow or reap or store away in 

barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them’  

Matthew (6:26).   

Any strategy for addressing the moral indifference 

to animal suffering requires a strategy for educating the 

young in the firm foundations of the faith - our future 

guardians of animal welfare.  The Church accepts our God

-given dominion over animals.  As well informed 

commentators, we must proclaim the responsibilities for their welfare in accordance 

with the imperatives of Christianity. 

The former Pope, Benedict XVI, however, warned us of an emerging culture of 

opposition to Catholicism.  He described relativism as a 'dictatorship' which threatens 

to obscure the unchanging truth about man’s nature (Pope Benedict, XVI, September 

2010).  Both lay and religious members of the Church need to ensure that the problem  

——————–—————–

Humane animal welfare 

should be part of every 

school curriculum for 

helping children to 

understand the 

responsibilities and 

accountability of human 

beings for the welfare of 

animals in whatever 

domain they are found.   

————————————
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of animal suffering is not lost 

within the ‘new religion’ of 

aggressive secularism and 

relativism.  

 Over the centuries, voices, 

sometimes crying out in the 

wilderness, have attempted to 

mediate for suffering humanity.  

Where people are unwilling to 

speak out against attacks on 

Christianity, what hope is there 

for animal protection? Lobbying 

Parliament is a time-honoured 

method of drawing attention to 

social evils. However, a prevailing culture can be difficult to negotiate. As a religious 

representative of the Church, Fr Tim Finigan, rightly describes the way the Church can 

challenge moral indifference.  He describes a secularist elite in Britain as, 
 

 “...radically and comprehensively opposed to fundamental Catholic values...  As 

a culture, its advocates show more intelligence than to persecute Catholics too 

obviously, but they relentlessly work to draw us into collaboration and compromise 

until we are unable any longer to speak out for the truth - or more pertinently, for the 

sanctity of the life of those who are the smallest and weakest of all” (Finigan  2010).   
 

This is a backdrop against which Catholic values in Britain are needed more 

than ever to be upheld by its members, concerned about the truth of animal rights.   

 

Industrialised Farming 

St Teresa of Avila reminds us that for His work to be continued, Jesus relies on us to be 

his hands. What would Jesus expect of his followers today in terms of the development 

of industrialised farming and food production?  Farming does not have to be industrial 

to make a profit.  Opponents of industrialised meat production see the injustice in the 

loss of many traditional dairy farms annually going bankrupt due to the emergence of 

mega–dairies.  These huge enterprises keep cows indoors within an unnatural, bleak 

habitat, for the majority of their lives, permanently pregnant and within eight hours 

their calves are taken from them.  Mass animal breeding, inhumane rearing and their 

mass transportation as mere commodities, continues with worrying determination. 

People are increasingly led to believe that they cannot cope without such forms of 

food, despite its production being seen as a factor in global warming. Horrified by the 

dark confined spaces of the factory farm, compassionate farmers understand that kinder  
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farming is sustainable and 

viable, and that, like human 

beings, animals are susceptible 

to stress (Norris 2010).   

Rural communities do 

not benefit in terms of animal 

welfare and their own 

economic survival, while the 

recurring episodes of disastrous 

flooding can be a tragic 

consequence of often illegal 

land clearing in areas targeted 

for such concentrated farming 

methods. 
 

Antibiotic Over-use  

Antimicrobial resistance is a global threat. It happens when organisms are able to 

survive medicines aimed to destroy them. Death rates for infectious diseases have 

declined in developed countries in recent decades due to improvements in hygiene 

and sanitation, widespread immunisation and effective drug treatments. But a recent 

report states they still account for seven per cent of all deaths in England and account 

for one in five days off work (Davies 2013). 
 

The Soul and Spirit of Animals 

For too many years, animals have been considered as without souls, and therefore, an 

exploitable and disposable resource. This results in their domination, exploitation, 

cruel misuse and destruction by a so called 'civilised' society'.  This phenomenon is 

seen in the treatment of those human beings, considered less deserving of 

compassion than others, due to a convenient view of them as being less than human.  

This is clearly demonstrated by the past and recent unopposed slavery and genocide 

and the wide scale destruction of embryos for convenience.   

Calls from religious representatives for the right of animals to due respect, 

care and compassion are often strangely absent. This may be due to lack of 

awareness of their abuse, or an entrenched, historical belief that animals have no 

souls which results in an inertia in taking up their cause. In light of this, who will 

challenge moral indifference to the plight of ‘lesser’ sentient creatures who are 

unable to speak for themselves or appoint an advocate to ensure their best interests?  

The Catholic Church does not teach that animals do not have souls. Saint 

Thomas Aquinas accepted that the concept of ‘soul’ means ‘life’.  So, all things that 

have life – animals, plants, humans – have souls.  The imperative for Christians to  
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respect God’s creation is outlined by the following passages of the Catechism of the 

Catholic Church:   
 

(2415)  “Animals, like plants and inanimate beings, are by nature destined for 

the common good of past, present, and future humanity. Use of the mineral, vegetable, 

and animal resources of the universe cannot be divorced from respect for moral 

imperatives. Man's dominion over inanimate and other living beings granted by the 

Creator is not absolute; it is limited by concern for the quality of life of his neighbour, 

including generations to come; it requires a religious respect for the integrity of 

creation.”  
 

(2416) “Animals are God's creatures. He surrounds them with his providential 

care.  By their mere existence they bless Him and give Him glory. Thus men owe them 

kindness. We should recall the love, gentleness and respect with which saints like 

Saint Francis of Assisi or Saint Philip Neri treated animals.” 

 

Human Freedom and Conscience 

Those who consider as defensible, monstrous actions directed at either animals or 

people, due to their perceived lack of humanity, are either wittingly or unwittingly 

acting against their conscience - the voice of God.  

Oppressing and disregarding the least among us, 

requires a response strategy for the strengthening and 

affirming of conscience.  This should be demanded from 

those who are the Apostles of Jesus on earth today, 

whom he referred to as ‘the salt of the earth’  (Matthew 

5:13). 

 

Education of the Young  

The Church needs God to help us to support His 

creation.  All Church members must call for a radical 

rethink on attitudes and teaching of the next generation 

about human responsibility for human and animal health and welfare.   

The teaching of the Catholic Church on the basic truth about God as the 

Creator of the universe is part of the Church’s infallible teaching about God as the One 

who created the universe.  Therefore, a revolution is required in the teaching of the 

young in relation to human responsibility towards animals and how abuse can 

diminish our humanity.  National school curricula must address and challenge the 

prevailing culture and possible consequence of secularism. Respect for the dependence 

and vulnerability of the most defenceless, whether human or animal, must be 

inculcated in young people from an early age.  Mandatory educational programmes 

need to include the importance of advocacy and protection for animals, educating  

—————————–—
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young people in a sense of respect for all life rather than exclusive attention to 

human relationships.  Conveying the importance of ‘choice’ in human relationships 

from too early an age is counterproductive to the formation of sensitivity to their 

own and others’ needs, including those of animals.  

 Without careful education of the young, any counter initiatives to moral 

education is fraught with the danger of abuse and is condemned by Jesus: “But if 

you cause one of these little ones who trusts in me to fall into sin, it would be better 

for you to be thrown into the sea with a large millstone hung around your 

neck” (Mark 9: 42). 

Researchers say that a child's violence against animals often represents 

displaced hostility and aggression stemming from neglect or abuse (The Humane 

Society of the United States 2009).  The young are our hope for the future.  

Inadequate or neglectful education of the young about the need for respect for all 

life is a form of abuse.  

Humane animal welfare should be part of every school curriculum for 

helping children to understand the responsibilities and accountability of human 

beings for the welfare of animals in whatever domain they are found.  The young 

must understand that they should consider animals as creatures with rights rather 

than as commodities.   This children must understand, despite the commodification 

by society of much that is sacred today.    
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DIETARY ETHICS AND VEGETARIAN PETS 

 

Dr Michael W. Fox BVetMed, PhD, DSc, MRCVS is a veterinarian, bioethicist 

and columnist. His latest books include ‘Healing Animals & The Vision of One 

Health’ and ‘Animals & Nature First: Creating New Covenants with Animals & 

Nature’.  Here he discusses the importance of compassion-based, ecologically-

sensitive living. 

 

BY DR MICHAEL W. FOX 

 

M Y FIRST THOUGHT  after seeing the beautiful cover photo of Pope Francis 

with a lamb over his shoulders (Ark, No.228, Autumn/Winter 2014) was 

what happened to the lamb?  Was she/he eaten?  Or raised to be annually sheared 

then sold off as mutton and pet food?  Then I wondered, is this new Pope, who 

seems to be living up to his new name, an ethical vegetarian?  Be that as it may, is 

it not a moral imperative for us humans to become ethically consistent in our 

relationships with animals and give them equally fair consideration?  
 

Compassion and Respect for All Beings 

Yet for reasons cultural, religious and financial, we lack any globally unified 

sensibility and ethical consistency, not only toward different animal species, wild 

and domesticated, but also in how we relate to and respect 

each other, regardless of differences in race, religion, sex 

and age. While differences can be divisive, humility, 

tolerance and acceptance of such differences can lead to a 

renewed appreciation and celebration of diversity.  

 This is as much the key to world peace as it is to 

ending ‘speciesism’ and the holocaust of the animal 

kingdom. The imposition of one dominant attitude and 

morality/value-based belief that is not founded on 

compassion and respect for all beings and things (the 

Ojibwe Native American Indian principle of 

Manaaji’idiwin) undermines all attempts to harmonize 

humankind world-wide and to make our relationships with and treatment of non-

human beings and their habitats/domains compassionate and respectful of their 

inherent rights. Such undermining erodes diplomatic and legal negotiations and 

science and ethics-based appeals to reason in the name of peace and justice for all. 

Animals, wild and domesticated, and the natural environment, cannot be excluded 

from the scope and relevance of such concerns because human well-being is 

intimately connected to the health and well-being of animals and the environment. 

 

————————-

Human well-being 
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—————–———- 
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Nature’s Retribution 

Many foodborne illnesses such as Salmonella, E. coli and Mad Cow/ Variant 

Creutzfeldt-Jakob brain disease, and other so called zoonoses - animal diseases 

transmitted to humans - notably Swine and Avian influenza, Brucellosis, Bovine 

tuberculosis, Toxoplasmosis, Cryptosporidiosis, Q fever, Rift Valley fever and Ebola, 

we may see as natural justice, if not divine retribution, for our relentless exploitation 

and mistreatment of farmed animals and wild species killed for ‘bushmeat’. 

 

Both Factory And Free-Range Farming Cause Harm 

Informed consumers are changing their diets because billions of animals suffer world

-wide in factory farms and, along with the harmful environmental consequences of 

industrial agriculture’s methods of livestock feed production (primarily genetically 

engineered corn and soy), are a major contributing factor to climate change/global 

warming. These factory farms or CAFOs (concentrated animal feeding operations) 

and the bush meat trade are bringing more virulent strains and new diseases into the 

world market community, while many free-range livestock ranching/grazing systems 

cause virtually irreparable harm to ecosystems and annihilation of competitive 

wildlife species, especially predators, from wolves and eagles to lions and leopards. 

The fishing industry continues to decimate once viable fish stocks and damage 

marine ecosystems, overfishing being a world-wide issue. Learning that fish are 

highly sentient (visit www.fishfeel.org for details), and that the oceans are in peril 

has made many people extend ‘Fishless Fridays’ to every day. 

Vegetarianism, veganism and eating less animal produce, (ideally ‘free-range’ 

humanely and organically certified), are all proven dietary choices offering 

documented health benefits for millions of consumers who have the market 

opportunity to make informed dietary choices to ‘eat with conscience’. I am 

encouraged by more restaurants, hospitals, 

schools and other institutions offering 

vegetarian and vegan meals.  Many 

churches and various charity organizations, 

notably animal and environmental 

protection organizations, now offer vegan 

and vegetarian options at fund-raising 

events. It would be more ethically 

consistent and highly educational to offer 

no choice and ensure that the food offered 

at banquets and other fund-raising events is vegan, and ideally organically certified 

and from local sources.  (For a moving autobiography of one man becoming a vegan 

and animal rights defender see Kim Stallwood’s Growl: Life Lessons, Hard Truths 

and Bold Strategies from an Animal Advocate). 
 

http://www.fishfeel.org
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Cats Cannot Be Vegetarian 

Making cats vegetarian or vegan, (The Ark Summer 2014 article ‘Veggie Pets’, p.29

-30) I do not consider ethical, because it is biologically inappropriate for cats to be 

vegan or vegetarian.  They are ‘obligate’ carnivores.  

 To impose human values and principles on animals and to not treat them 

according to their biological nature is a perverse from of anthropocentric 

anthropomorphization. (For further discussion see Charles Danten’s Slaves of Our 

Affection: The Myth of the Happy Pet). Suffice it to say that while millions of cats 

suffer the consequences of manufactured cat foods with high cereal content and poor 

quality meat and poultry byproduct ingredients, and when put on a home-prepared, 

highly supplemented vegan or vegetarian diet may seem better, their physiology is 

genetically programmed for a carnivorous diet. They can adapt to other diets, 

changes in their digestive gut bacteria being part of the process, but often at cost to 

their ultimate health and well-being. Many, but certainly not all dogs, do well on a 

balanced and supplemented vegetarian diet. But this calls for careful monitoring and 

for many breeds and individuals a high-cereal vegan diet can be quite harmful.  (For 

more details see Michael W. Fox et al, Not Fit for a Dog: The Truth About 

Manufactured Cat & Dog Foods). 

 

Compassion-Based, Ecologically Sensitive Living 

But for the health and well-being of the planet and all who dwell therein with its 

burden of a human population of over 7 billion, reducing the production and 

consumption of animal produce is an ethical imperative, with the exception of the 

few remaining sustainable communities of indigenous native gatherer-hunter and 

fishing peoples. 

Farmed animals, including farmed fresh-water fish, can and do play a 

significant role in helping farming systems become ecologically sound and 

sustainable. But it is impossible to raise large numbers of animals without harming 

them and the environment, and also putting consumers at risk especially from 

foodborne illnesses. Making plant-derived foods our dietary staple of choice and 

reducing or eliminating our personal consumption of animal-derived foods is 

ultimately enlightened self-interest: Good for the Earth, good for our health and 

good for the animals.  Eating with conscience and supporting humane and organic 

farming practices are part of Earth stewardship. Such compassion-based, 

ecologically sensitive living is the ethos heralding the ‘greening’ of all our consumer 

choices and business practices which every church and temple in every community 

is called upon in these times to advocate and facilitate for the good of all. 
 

Further information is available at www.DrFoxVet.com   

www.Facebook.com/drfoxvet 

http://www.drfoxvet.com/
http://www.facebook.com/drfoxvet
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SAINTS WHO LOVED ANIMALS 
 

ST COLUMBA AND THE WHITE HORSE 

 

BY BARBARA GARDNER 

 

S T COLUMBA (521-597) STARTED LIFE AS A CHILD  of a royal family in Ireland.  In 

563 he climbed into a flimsy boat with twelve monks and set out to sea, unsure of 

his destination. They landed on the barren island of Iona, off the coast of Scotland, 

where they founded a monastery which would become the virtual centre of Celtic 

spirituality.  Columba lived on Iona for more than thirty years, copying manuscripts 

and making missionary journeys to Scotland.  Life on the island mellowed his once 

fiery temper and replaced it with a calm and gentle spirit.1 

 The following is taken from Adamnan of Iona’s Life of St Columba, and tells 

the tale of a horse’s understanding of the impending death of the Saint. 

 

ADAMNAN’S LIFE OF COLUMBA 

 

A fter this the saint left the barn, and in going back to the monastery, rested half 

way at a place where a cross, which was afterwards erected, and is standing to 

this day, fixed into a millstone, may be observed on the roadside. While the saint, as I 

have said, bowed down with old age, sat there to rest a little, behold, there came up to 

him a white pack-horse, the same that used, as a willing servant, to carry the milk-

vessels from the cowshed to the monastery.  It came up to the saint and, strange to 

say, laid its head on his bosom, inspired, I believe, by God to do so, as each animal is 

gifted with the knowledge of things according to the will of the Creator; and knowing 

that its master was soon about to leave it, and that it would see him no more, began to 

utter plaintive cries, and like a human being, to shed copious tears on the saint’s 

bosom, foaming and greatly wailing. The attendant seeing this, began to drive the 

weeping mourner away, but the saint forbade him, saying: ‘Let it alone, as it is so 

fond of me, let it pour out its bitter grief into my bosom.  Lo! thou, as thou art a man, 

and hast a rational soul, canst know nothing of my departure hence, except what I 

myself have just told you, but to this brute beast, devoid of reason, the Creator 

Himself hath evidently, in some way, made it known that its master is going to leave 

it’.  And saying this, the saint blessed the work-horse, which turned away from him in 

sadness.2 

 The feast day of St Columba is 9th June. 
 

1. Butler’s Lives of Saints, edited by Bernard Bangley, Paraclete Press, 2013. 

2. Life of St Columba, Adamnan of Iona, Penguin Classics, 1995. 
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CATHOLIC TIMES INTERVIEW WITH 

CCA GENERAL SECRETARY, CHRIS FEGAN 

 

On 12th December 2015 The Catholic Times printed a profile of CCA General 

Secretary, Chris Fegan, by Tara Holmes.  The article is reprinted here. 
 

BY TARA HOLMES 

 

W ITHIN MINUTES OF MEETING CHRIS FEGAN, I can tell the 

afternoon ahead is going to be a lively and interesting 

encounter.  Sitting in a café in the shadow of York Minster, he 

sips tea and slowly makes his way through a piece of Parkin 

cake - a reminder of his Manchester upbringing. 

 Chris is the new general secretary of Catholic Concern 

for Animals (CCA), having taken over the reigns from Dr 

Deborah Jones, a Catholic theologian and fellow of The 

Oxford Centre for Animal Ethics. 

 The father-of-two doesn’t take himself too seriously 

but neither does he shy away from contentious issues.  He 

disagrees, for example, with St Thomas Aquinas who argued in the 13th century that 

man’s dominion over animals consists of ‘making use of them without hindrance’. He 

lets out a quiet laugh,  ‘I’m not going to have a theological debate about Thomas 

Aquinas and lose but I do think he got it wrong on that one’.  The Catechism of the 

Catholic Church states ‘it is legitimate to use animals for food and clothing’ but again 

he would probably beg to differ. 

 We’re meeting just days after Remembrance Sunday when Chris represented 

the Catholic faith at the Animals in War Memorial in London, laying a wreath in Hyde 

Park.  Fresh in his memory are the eight million horses lost on both sides during 

World War One. The conversation moves rapidly from one topic to another.  We 

cover fox hunting, badger culling, bull-fighting, greyhound racing but spend much of 

our two-hour meeting discussing vegetarianism. 

 As a vegetarian of 15 years, Chris believes it is perfectly possible to follow a 

meat-free diet in  this country.  In some parts of the world, particularly where people 

are poor or starving, he accepts it is ‘practically impossible’.  His recent trip to the 

Czech Republic was a case in point. He laughs, ‘It was hard to find anything 

vegetarian to eat there.  I had to eat eggs, bread and chocolate cake.  It was egg and 

bread for breakfast and chocolate cake for lunch.’   

 In the UK where more than three million people are vegetarian, CCA advocates 

a meat-free and vegan diet for its members but doesn’t ‘insist on it’.  Chris leads by 

example, describing himself as 70 per cent vegetarian and 30 per cent vegan. At home, 

he only drinks soya milk and he also avoids clothes and shoes made out of animal 

products.   
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 ‘The biggest single contribution that we could all individually make to combat 

climate change would be to become vegetarian or vegan. The earth’s resources that 

are used in producing meat for slaughter and human consumption, if used instead to 

feed the human population directly, could end human poverty and also stop the 

exploitation of both animals and nature. As Pope Benedict said: “It is contrary to 

human dignity to cause animals to suffer or die needlessly.”  I would urge all 

Catholics to heed these words.’ 

 Chris’ own conversion to a vegetarian lifestyle came when he was working as 

a policy advisor for local government in the field of animal welfare. 

 ‘I realised I was a hypocrite, campaigning against animal cruelty and still 

eating meat, so I stopped,’ he reveals. ‘One thing we can control in our part of the 

world is what we choose to put into our mouth.  In some parts of the world, people 

don’t have this luxury.  While we’re having this conversation about whether we 

should eat meat, people elsewhere in the world are starving. 

 ‘We’re often called a nation of animal lovers.  

But I’m not so sure about that.  People often don’t see 

beyond the animal in the house - the cat or the dog.  

They don’t really think about the link between the pet 

on their lap and the animal on their plate.’ 

 Chris’ own interest in animal welfare has its 

roots in his childhood when he had a pet dog called 

Kim. An altar boy in his local parish, he grew up in 

the Wythenshawe area of Manchester, attending St 

John Fisher and St Thomas More School.  His 

secondary education was at St Bede’s College, a state

-funded grammar school in Manchester. 

 Leaving school at 16, he went to work for the 

civil service in Alford.  After twelve years, he began 

studying Politics at the University of Essex. After graduating, he worked for local 

government, first in Cornwall and later back in Essex.  In 2010, he took early 

retirement and began studying for an MA in Christian Theology at Heythrop College 

in London. 

 The move away from full-time work also allowed him to devote more time to 

his main hobby of chess.  It would appear to have paid off.  This summer, Chris 

played for England in the World Senior Championships in Vilnus, Lithuania.  In a 

match against Russia, he drew with Grandmaster Evgeni Vasiukov. The Russian 

player had grown up in the famous Soviet School of Chess and has beaten three 

former world champions at classic chess and also defeated the former US world 

champion, Bobby Fischer, at Blitz chess. 

——–——–————————–
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Chris’ ability to think strategically and take on the best in the world most 

probably has transferable skills for his current role with CCA.  Since landing the post 

of general secretary earlier this year, he has been working hard to raise the 

organisation’s profile in both Catholic and animal welfare circles. 

He has received support on animal welfare issues from Bishop John Arnold, 

chair of the English and Welsh bishop’s environmental 

committee.  He is also planning a trip to Rome this 

month to meet Bishop Marcelo Sanchez Sorondo, 

Chancellor of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences (see 

page 12).  There he hopes to discuss making animal 

welfare part of the Pope’s new encyclical on creation 

and respect for the environment, due out early next year. 

Closer to home, Chris has been ‘delighted with 

the response’ from Catholic MPs in Westminster, 

securing cross-party support from Labour’s Jon 

Cruddas, Conservative David Amess and John Pugh 

from the Liberal Democrats. 

‘Animals are part of God’s creation,’ concludes 

Chris. ‘Animals and humans are interlinked in creation.  They deserve respect, 

comfort and support because God entrusted them to the human race.  That’s what 

scripture says - not me - although St Thomas Aquinas might disagree.’ 

 

The following letters were printed in the following edition of The Catholic 

Times in response to the article. 
 

A s a vegetarian and supporter of the animal rights movement I wish Chris Fegan 

every success in his mission to promote the cause of animal welfare within the 

Church. Animals are the true innocents of this world and we have a God given duty 

to treat them with kindness and consideration. 

 Christians should always be on the side of the weak and even the most 

ferocious carnivore is helpless in the face of the power humans weald. 

 None should be hunted, mistreated or eaten merely to gratify human desires 

and, were we to cease using them for our own convenience, we would, as Mr Fegan 

points out, gain physically by utilising the world’s resources more effectively and 

morally by behaving in a decent manner to our fellow creatures. 

Colin Bullen, Tonbridge, Kent 

 

I  admire Chris Fegan’s commitment to animal welfare.  Forgive the pun, but he has 

given us all food for thought.                                        

Mrs Conroy, Stoke-On-Trent 

——————————-
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TOUCH OF LIFE ANIMAL SHELTER IN EGYPT 

 

Thank you to Maggie Woonton from London for sharing the story of the Touch of Life 

Animal Shelter in Egypt with us. 

 

T OUCH OF LIFE, EGYPT is an animal shelter, started after individuals involved in 

animal rescue and welfare realised that they needed a place of safety for the flood 

of animals needing help - each case worse than the last. 

 They created a no-kill, no cages 

charity which turns no animal away.  

They currently have 250 cats and 50 

dogs, plus donkeys, goats, foxes and a 

jackal. They also feed street cats in 

outlaying areas. Many of these animals 

are disabled, having been rescued from 

inhumane situations - beaten, blinded, 

injured by cars (or humans) or very ill. 

They are given space at the shelter and 

treated as if they were their own pets 

which gives them more chance of adapting to a home environment, should they be 

chosen for adoption. 

 All the shelters are full to bursting and the country’s economic and political 

problems only make the situation worse.  The traditional reverence for cats has gone 

and they are now considered to be vermin.  Dogs are shot in the street and cats are 

poisoned with strychnine.  Foxes are killed for their fur - all kinds of animals are 

killed in the most horrific ways. 

 Touch of Life is determined to stop this torture and are encouraging children to 

participate in caring for the animals.  Their current priorities are building kennels for 

the winter and spaying/neutering the cats.  An unspayed queen can be responsible for 

over 400,000 unplanned kittens over a seven year period. 

 It costs £20 for one spay; £10 to neuter; 

£5.50 to vaccinate, £8.00 per month to feed the 

cats and - their dream for the future - £8,000 

for an ambulance vehicle. 

 Now that UK quarantine regulations 

have changed, it is much simpler to adopt a cat 

from overseas as they can have their rabies 

vaccination and three month quarantine period 

in Egypt, then fly to the UK with Egypt Air. 
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FROM LARD TO LOVE 

THE STORY OF KIARA, THE COLLIE FROM POLAND 

 

CCA member, Grażyna Stanek-Czerny is a Phd student in Poland researching 

‘Animal Ethics and Theology’.  Here she describes the rescue of her collie dog, 

Kiara, from an appalling fate and explains how weak the animal welfare laws in 

Poland are. 
 

BY GRAŻYNA STANEK-CZERNY 

 

K IARA  IS A SCOTTISH SHEPHERD (COLLIE) of 

fine physique, tri-color (white-reddish-

black) with outstanding, amber eyes.  She is 

sensitive and intelligent, affectionate and 

obedient.  Every time she passes me or my 

husband, she rubs against our legs with her nose 

or forehead, as if she wants to assure herself that 

we still love her.  She appeared in our life in 

August 2009, when I accidentally watched a 

documentary about the slaughter of dogs in a 

small town near Czestochowa.  The case was 

discovered by the Foundation For Animals in 

Czestochowa half a year earlier.  In August, after months of arduous research and 

legal procedures, the Foundation was able to gather convincing evidence that in 

Kłobuck animals were being killed on mass. 

 During the intervention, the police discovered tens of litres of bottled lard, 

most likely held for sale. Dozens of dogs were kept in makeshift pens behind metal 

mesh.  In the yard they also discovered animal remains - skin and bones, which were 

probably used as fodder.  As evidence in the case, a bloody centrifuge, an axe and 

bloodstained clothing were secured. Dogs were brutally murdered with cold water 

being poured over them first to transmit an electric shock to them.   

 I was in shock. I could not believe that in Poland, which was a civilized 

European country, such things happened.  It turned out that, among the small-town 

community, it is believed that dog’s lard has healing properties.  On the internet I 

saw pictures of these dogs, among them my Kiara – frightened and pressed into a 

corner of a disgustingly dirty pen. Many of them were probably stolen. Kiara was 

about two years old then and she knew she should relieve herself outdoors.  

 Two women, a mother and her daughter, were accused of lard production but 

they did not admit to being guilty. However, the main reason for the prosecution was 

not murder of dogs but the production of lard that can be harmful to human health, in  
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conditions that do not meet sanitary 

requirements. Allegations concerning the 

Animal Protection Act were of secondary 

importance.  Two trials took place, in 

which both women were acquitted 

because of the weakness of the Act.  

 After the intervention the dogs 

were taken by the Foundation For 

Animals. Kiara was temporarily sheltered 

by the Dr Lucy Foundation which 

specialises in taking care of Collie breeds.  

Together with my husband, I wondered whether our decision about adoption was 

appropriate. We live in a block of flats on the 9th floor, in two cramped rooms with 

two daughters and a dog. In addition, our collie was then in a condition of serious 

psychological trauma.  We didn’t know what lay ahead or what her behaviour 

would be like. When she was brought to us after only a few days of staying at the 

Foundation, she looked as if she was begging ‘do not hurt me’.  Our poodle, called 

Mozart, became the spiritual leader for Kiara.  

 Now, after six years of common life, they are both inseparable. I gave her all 

my heart and I believe that she knows it. She is afraid of strangers, so taking her on 

a family holiday is impossible.  There are no hotels for dogs either.  She is gentle 

and patient, but to feel secure she needs our presence by her side.  Her eyes express 

deep love and gratitude. I’m sure that Kiara is a special gift from God for our 

family.  She still reminds us how deep a dog’s suffering can be.  People can 

overcome traumatic experiences with a psychotherapist, animals can only have our 

love and attention.  So do not hesitate to give it. 

Kiara before her rescue 
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DONKEYS ARRIVE IN WEST LONDON 

 

BY SR MARY-JOY 

 

I  BELIEVE THAT THERE HAVE BEEN NO DONKEYS in West London for many years 

until the arrival of Peter and Rudolf Donkey at the Wormwood Scrubs Pony 

Centre (WSPC). 

 It was a cold March day when they left their rural home at the Island Donkey 

Sanctuary, Oxfordshire, to come to West London. They have now joined a team of 

horses and ponies that provide equine therapy which includes riding, touching, 

watching, handling and learning how to care for these beautiful animals. 

 Peter Donkey and Rudolf Donkey have settled into their new life style very 

well. They are a reminder to us all of how their descendants have, for over 5,000 

years, been servants to humans.  Donkeys are still serving the poor in many parts of 

the world in silence and in humbleness. This is an example we could all try to 

follow. 

 The Bible has approximately 140 donkey references. The Old Testament 

prophesy says ‘Behold, your King is coming to you: Lowly and riding on a donkey’ 

and this was fulfilled in the New Testament when Jesus chose to enter Jerusalem 

riding a young donkey. 

 At the Pony Centre the donkeys are kept like little princes. They are honoured 

and loved and in return they share with us their humble manner and their simplicity 

of life. Donkeys are so ideal for children and young people with special needs as 

they have a natural ability to allow the child to communicate with them in a very 

special way.  Their long ears and appealing eyes will always bring a smile onto a 

face which is a wonderful gift to us all.  

 Please remember, when you next see a donkey, don’t laugh or jeer, as this 

most noble of all creatures was chosen to carry the highest of all princes. 

 And from Island Farm Donkey Sanctuary. ‘John McLaren (Founder) and 

Linda Chilton (Stable Manager) said that everyone at the Sanctuary were delighted 

and honoured to meet Sr Mary-Joy at the WSPC and know the donkeys will have a 

wonderful life and will love being involved with such a worthwhile cause.’ 
 

Opposite Page Photos: 

Top left: Donkeys Peter and Rudolph arrive at Wormwood Scrubs Pony Centre 

Top right: Anca with Rudolph Donkey 

Centre left: Rudolph Donkey 

Centre right: Sr Mary-Joy (left) greets Peter and Rudolph on arrival 

Bottom left: Resh with Peter Donkey 

Bottom right: Peter Donkey 
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BADGER VACCINATION GROUP GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

REPORT ON FIRST YEAR OF START UP AND PROGRESS IN 2014 
 

BY LIZ GAFFER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction and Objectives 

With Gloucestershire deemed as a bovine TB ‘hotspot’ and a pilot cull having taken 

place in 2013, there was interest from several residents of the county in doing 

something positive to helping prevent the spread of the disease, whilst protecting 

Gloucestershire’s badgers. A new, purely volunteer group formed – Badger 

Vaccination Group Gloucestershire with the following objectives: 
 

- To establish a realistic, and evidence based plan for offering free vaccination to 

farmers within the county. 

- To gain the necessary training to start a 4-year programme. 

- To gain funding to carry out the programme in year one.  

- To carry out a vaccination programme on three separate pieces of land, 

assuming up to 4 setts on each. 

 

2014 Achievements 

- 6 volunteers gained the AHVLA accredited vaccination training. 

- 2 volunteers were trained as pre-baiters/assistants. 

- 3 volunteers attended training on how to approach and work with landowners/

farmers in offering such a programme.  

- Sustainable marketing was implemented which led to approaches from 7 separate 

landowners and referrals to others.  
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- Funds were obtained to purchase essential equipment to carry out the first year of 

work.  

- 83 hours of volunteer time was donated to carry out the pre-baiting and vaccination 

work. 

- A further 80 hours were taken in travel given the first year’s location of land and 

volunteers/vaccinators availability.  

- Volunteers with marketing skills established the website and organised the 

marketing to landowners.  

- A programme was implemented on 3 separate pieces of land - Persh Farm, 

Maisemore (private, non-farming land next to cattle farm), Brand Green, Redmarley 

and The Glades, Newent. 

- Agreement from landowners and Natural England was gained with work to be 

undertaken in 2015 at Kites Nest, Highnam and Foscombe, Ashleworth.  

- Enquiries, which are to be followed up, include Hartpury College. 

 

2014 Key Learnings 

- Our chosen vet’s availability was limited which restricted the times vaccinators 

could operate, and given that most of our vaccinators work, we needed to find a vet 

with more availability for 2015. 

- We were short of volunteers for pre-baiting.   This put considerable pressure on the 

two volunteers we have and demanded more hours from our vaccinators.  

- Our volunteer pre-baiter training was felt to be lacking.  We only caught one badger 

at the end and this was down to the training and management of the volunteer pre-

baiters. 

- To implement the programme going forward, we need funds for additional 

equipment and a vehicle that will hold cages to make our journeys to land more 

efficient. 

 

Thank you to our key funders: 
 

- BACVI 

- 6 Vaccinators who contributed 

over £2,500 to their training 

- Catholic Concern For Animals 

- GABS 
 

For more information go to 

www.badgervaccinationgroup-

glos.org.uk Liz Gaffer & Jill Hoblin                                               

of Badger Vaccination Group Gloucestershire 
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ANIMAL INTERFAITH ALLIANCE 

FAITHS WORKING TOGETHER FOR ANIMALS 

www.animal-interfaith-alliance.com 

 

BY BARBARA  GARDNER 

Catholic Concern for Animals is one of the founder members of the Animal 

Interfaith Alliance (AIA) which was set up in 2014 to bring faiths together to be a 

stronger voice for animals.  Here the AIA reports back on its achievements so far. 

 

1. AIA produced an Animal Protection Manifesto for the 2014 UK 

General Elections and wrote to all the major parties asking them to 

include animal protection in their manifestos.  Here is the manifesto. 

 

Animal Protection Manifesto 

 

1. Support for the campaign to adopt the Universal Declaration for Animal welfare 

(UDAW) at the United Nations. 

 

2. Support for the setting up of a permanent Animal Protection Commission (APC) that 

investigates and reports to Parliament and a Cabinet Minister on its own initiative; 

and liaises with a Select Committee on Animal Protection. 

 

3. Support for mandatory CCTV in all slaughter houses, with access by the APC and 

other animal protection bodies. 

 

4. Ending all experiments on animals in the ‘severe’ category (about 3% of the total). 

 

5. Mandatory chipping, neutering and registering of all dogs.  Control over over-

production of pets. 

 

6. Mandatory labelling of animal products showing methods of production, rearing and 

slaughter; and countries of origin. 

 

7. Link the funding by the Research Councils to the development of humane 

alternatives to animal experiments, and for the avoidance of severe suffering. 

 

8. A science-led approach to Bovine TB and the development of vaccines. 

 

9. No wild animals in circuses. 

 

10. All snares to be banned by law. 
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2. AIA produced the first two issues of Animal Spirit magazine (online 

version available on the AIA website). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

3.  AIA Launched the Dr Schweitzer Universal K inship Fund for Humane 

Research. 

It has been fifty years since the death of Dr Albert Schweizter. The AIA is 

commemorating his life and his inspiring ‘Ethic of Service’ and ‘Reverence for 

Life’ by launching the Dr Schweitzer Universal 

Kinship Fund for humane research. 

 The fund will go to the Dr Hadwen Trust 

for its humane research into cancer and diabetes.  

Importantly this research will save both human 

and animal lives. 

 AIA Chair, Rev. Feargus O’Connor said, 

‘There cannot be any nobler way to express our 

love of God than through deeds of practical 

compassion.  In these small and not so small acts 

of service, which we perform for the benefit of our fellow creatures, we reach out 

and speak the language of humanity.  We give of ourselves in the hope of making 

a better world’. 

 Indeed, Albert Schweitzer said, ‘Until he extends the circle of compassion 

to include all living things, man will not himself find peace’. 

 

 To donate to the Dr Schweitzer Universal Kinship Fund please send a 

cheque payable to ‘Dr Hadwen Trust’ marked ‘for the AIA’s Dr Schweitzer 

Universal Kinship Fund’ to The Dr Hadwen Trust, Suite 8, Portmill House, 

Portmill Lane, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, SG5 1DJ. 

Dr Albert Schweitzer 
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CCA LETTER TO THE PRESS ON ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS 
 

BY CHRIS FEGAN 

 
 

T HE TABLET ARTICLE ON VIVISECTION, Animal Experimentation Branded 

Unethical, raised important issues that are often not properly considered, 

debated or understood.  

 I am very pleased and proud to say that the Catholic Church has always 

taken the lead against vivisection. Cardinals Newman and Manning both spoke out 

vigorously against animal experimentation and in the 1870's Cardinal Manning and 

others founded the National Anti V ivisection Society, which is now BUAV . 

Cardinal Manning was also influential in convincing the Government of the day to 

pass the Animal Cruelty Act of 1876 which controlled vivisection by the Home 

Office. 

 However, I am sure that if either Cardinal Newman or Cardinal Manning 

were alive today then they would be appalled by the modern vivisection ‘industry’. 

The current use of experimentation on animals is indefensible as the majority of 

experiments are, not only cruel, but also worthless.  It is estimated that over 115 

million animals a year are used and killed in the name of ‘science’.  

Cardinal Manning Cardinal Newman 
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This is an abomination as there is very little 

scientific evidence that these experiments 

actually lead to human medical advancement and 

nine out of ten of these experiments fail to 

produce anything of use. Most experiments are 

not even to do with medical research. Animal 

experimentation is an attack on God's creation. 

 Millions of animals are abused and 

tortured in experiments every year and these 

experiments are carried out in laboratories far 

away from the public gaze and scrutiny. These 

laboratories which are supposed to conform to 

high standards to try and minimize the suffering 

of animals in their care (if such is not an 

oxymoron) are shown to fail in this regard time 

and time again and many so called respectable institutions have been investigated 

by Government for breaches of regulated standards.  These institutions include 

Imperial College, London and Wickham Research laboratories.  If such supposed 

‘high quality’ institutions are failing the most basic checks what is happening in 

less renowned institutions?  

 It is a positive move that the Tablet has highlighted this issue at this time 

when the country is in the middle of a General Election campaign and I would hope 

that whichever political party wins the keys to No 10 Downing Street on May 7th, 

they take the issue of animal welfare seriously and in particular look again at the 

whole issue of animal experimentation in the UK.  For too long now has this 

disgraceful industry been allowed to go on, unchecked and insufficiently 

scrutinized, behind closed doors away from the public gaze and public 

understanding. I am convinced that if the facts of what occurred in these 

laboratories were fully known to the general public there would be a national 

outcry.  

 It is a moral outrage and Catholics everywhere should protest and complain 

about the cruelty bestowed on animals, which are an intrinsic part of God’s 

creation. 

 Catholic Concern for Animals stand foresquare with Cardinal Manning and 

Cardinal Newman on this issue and indeed urge our current Catholic Church 

leaders both in the UK and abroad to do likewise. 

 

Chris Fegan - General Secretary, Catholic Concern for Animals  
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NEW REPORT DESCRIBES ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS                                                        

AS MORALLY ‘UNTHINKABLE’  

  
 

M ORE THAN A HUNDRED AND FIFTY academics, intellectuals and writers, 

including Nobel Laureate J. M. Coetzee, have backed a new report calling 

for the de-normalisation of animal experimentation.  Titled ‘Normalising the 

Unthinkable’, the report is the result of a working party of the Oxford Centre for 

Animal Ethics.  

 Other signatories to the report include the Rt Revd John Pritchard, former 

Bishop of Oxford, Professor Keith Ward of Oxford University, Professor Stanley 

Hauerwas of Duke Divinity School, and Professor Conor Gearty of the London 

School of Economics.  

 The report finds that ‘The deliberate and routine abuse of innocent, sentient 

animals involving harm, pain, suffering, stressful confinement, manipulation, 

trade, and death should be unthinkable. Yet animal experimentation is just that: the 

‘normalisation of the unthinkable’.  It is estimated that 115.3 million animals are 

used in experiments worldwide per annum.  In terms of harm, pain, suffering and 

death, this constitutes one of the major moral issues of our time.’ 

 Comprised of 20 leading ethicists and scientists, the working party 

concluded that animal experiments are both morally and scientifically flawed. The 

report of more than 50,000 words is probably the most comprehensive critique of 

animal experiments ever published. 

 Commissioned by the BUAV  and Cruelty Free International as an 

independent ethical review, members of the working party are keen to point out 

that the BUAV in no way influenced its conclusions. 

 ‘The moral arguments in favour of animal testing really don’t hold water’ 

says Professor Andrew Linzey, co-editor of the report and a theologian at Oxford 

University.  ‘We have looked at the central arguments in official reports and found 

them wanting.  If any of them were morally valid, they would also justify 

experiments on human beings.’  

 The report concludes that the ‘normalisation’ of animal experiments:  

 flies in the face of what is now known about the extent and range of how 

animals can be harmed. The issue of the complexity of animal awareness, 

especially animal sentience (the capacity to experience pain and pleasure), cannot 

be ignored.  Unlike our forebears, we now know, as reasonably as we can know of 

humans, that animals (notably, mammals, birds and reptiles) experience not only 

pain, but also shock, fear, foreboding, trauma, anxiety, stress, distress, anticipation, 

and terror. 
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 is based on the discredited idea that animals are just tools for human use, 

means to human ends, fungible items, and commodities who can be treated and 

dispensed with as humans think fit. 

 is challenged by new moral thinking which holds that sentient beings are not 

just things, objects, machines, or tools, but have value in themselves and deserve 

respect. 

 is augmented by a range of regulations and controls, which in reality do very 

little to protect animals and indeed often do the reverse. 

 is justified by the oft-repeated assertion that human interest requires such 

experiments, whereas it has to be questioned whether humans are ever benefited by 

the abuse of animals. 

 BUAV and Cruelty Free International CEO, Michelle Thew, said: ‘We 

greatly welcome this new report, which should spur on new ethical thinking about 

animals and question some of the lazy assumptions about how animal research 

benefits humans. This independent report is a milestone in ethical thinking about 

animals and puts the ethics of animal research back on the agenda’.  

 Academics are invited to debate the report at a special Summer School on 

the Ethics of Using Animals in Research at Oxford on 26-29 July 2015. 

 

OXFORD CENTRE FOR ANIMAL ETHICS  

SUMMER SCHOOL 

WITH BUAV 

Ethics of Using Animals in Research  

26th - 29th July 2015 

at 

St Stephen’s House, Oxford 

 

In 1947, Oxford don C. S. Lewis commented that it was ‘the rarest thing in the 

world to hear a rational discussion of vivisection’. This Summer School intends to 
provide just that: a rational discussion of the ethics of using animals in research. 

Details about the Summer School and a booking form can be found at  

http://www.oxfordanimalethics.com/what-we-do/summer-school-2015/ 
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ARTWORK OF PATRON SAINTS OF ANIMALS 

BY HELEN ZWERDLING 

Artist Helen Zwerdling has kindly shared some of her beautiful artwork of patron 

saints of animals.  Here are St Gertrude of Nivelles and St Francis of Assisi.  If you 

would like to buy a copy of these stunning pieces of art, they can be found on 

Helen’s website for Hells Belles Art at www.etsy.com/shop/hellsbellesart 

 

 
WHITE MARTYRDOM 

 

On the hill, 

In the valley, 

In the islands of the sea, 

Everywhere you may go, 

Before blessed Christ 

There is no desert place. 

 

Black Book of Carmarthen 
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LETTER FROM THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY 

Dear Friends, 

For years I have watched all kinds of wild life in my garden, including an amazing 

variety of birds including Canada Geese, but now a new animal has arrived, one 

that I have little experience of : a dog. 

 We had two dear cats for almost 20 years, but had never had a dog, even in 

childhood.  So why now, when we are settled in our ways and without any ties.  

Well, recently, my cousin fell very ill and had to have an operation to remove a 

brain tumour.  She was very weak and could not handle her Yorkie cross so she 

was looking for a new home for her.  I said I’d keep my ears open as, although we 

did not want a dog, we would do our best to see that Nelly didn’t have to go to a 

strange home. However, I had no luck in that direction so in the end Nelly did go to 

a strange home: ours!  And she became Rosie. 

 I must say life has changed in our house and we now have to get up before 

mid-day!  We have to part with some of our dinner and have spent a small fortune 

on beds, leads, food, vets, haircuts and poo bags.  We walk and walk, until she tires 

of walking.  The trouble is she never tires, only we do, and we are not youngsters!  

And will we ever go on holiday again?  Or even leave the house without a look that 

says, “What, leave me here all alone?” 

 Rosie has acquired a fan club.  We have several offers from would be 

babysitters, children who want to walk her and she is photographed more than J-lo! 

But Rosie is a real joy and there are more positives than negatives. We have 

become dog lovers overnight!  And although my cousin is recovering from her 

illness we have all agreed that this should be her permanent new home. 

 I love to receive letters sent by our members, sometimes about their pets, 

sometimes several pages about Catholic saints and how much they loved animals 

(did any saint not love animals?) and they are always welcome and always 

carefully read by me.  Please continue to write. 

Frances Chalk 
 

  We gladly welcome into the ARK: 
 

New Annual Members: 

MATTHEW WADE EVANS of Cardiff 

VIRGINIA COAN of Potters Bar, Hertfordshire 

ANN DAVIS of Greenmount, Bury, Lancashire 

CATHY BURTON of Glasgow 

PATRICIA BURNESS of Bracknell, Berkshire 

JULIE MORRELL of Buxton, Derbyshire 
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CATHOLIC CONCERN FOR ANIMALS 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

All members welcome! 
 

Saturday 17th October, 1.00pm - 4.30pm 

at 

St Joseph’s Hall 

Brompton Oratory, Brompton Road, London, SW7 2RP. 

(Nearest tube stations are South Kensington and Knightsbridge) 

 

Guest Speaker - Dr Richard Ryder 
Dr Richard Ryder is CCA’s Scientific Adviser.  Author of Victims of Science, 

Animal Revolution and The Political Animal, he was a leader of the animal rights 

movement from the 1960s onwards and has been a Chair of the RSPCA national 

Council.   

He invented the term ‘speciesism’.  

 

1.00pm - St Joseph’s Hall open for tea and coffee (please bring own sandwiches) 

2.00pm - Guest speaker, 2.45pm - break 

3.00pm - AGM, 4.30pm - close 
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CCA CHRISTMAS CARDS 
 

Why not send the Christian message of the love of animals and of all 

creation this Christmas with Catholic Concern for Animals Christmas cards 

which depict  
 

SAINTS WHO LOVED ANIMALS 

 

This series of six Christmas cards includes St Francis and the animals, St 

Philip Neri and his dog, St Columba and the white horse, St Cuthbert and 

the otters, St Melangell and the hare and St Ciaran and the animals. 

 

A pack of six Christmas cards costs £3.00 and can be obtained from the 

membership secretary, Francis Chalk, at 

26 The Fairway, Upminster, Essex, RM14 1BS. Email: franceschalk@hotmail.com 

 

CHARITY CHOICE 

An exciting new way to donate online to  

Catholic Concern for Animals. 
  

If you would like to make an online donation to Catholic Concern for Animals 

by debit or credit card, with the option of adding gift aid, please go to: 

www.charitychoice.co.uk/catholic-concern-for-animals-1068 

 

 

 

Thank you for your kind support! 
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CCA Christmas Cards 
From the series  

Saints Who Loved Animals 
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HAVE YOUR SAY 
 

Dear Editor, 

I much appreciated Albert Kaplan’s thesis 

about Jesus’ concern for the thousands of 

animals being killed in the temple (Ark, 

spring 2014, issue 229).  There are accounts in 

three out of the four gospels and they are very 

similar.  All three reports say that he cast out 

the buyers and sellers. Two (Mark 11:15 and 

Matthew 21:12) also mention moneychangers 

and those who sold doves.  Here is Mark’s 

account: ‘And they came to Jerusalem: and 

Jesus went into the temple and began to cast 

out those that sold and bought in the temple, 

and overthrew the tables of the 

moneychangers, and the seats of those that 

sold doves’ (11:15). 

 So what were people buying and selling in the temple?  We now know that 

the principal trade in the temple was the buying and selling of animals for 

sacrificial slaughter.  Note that Jesus specifically attacked those who were selling 

doves.  We also know that doves were the commonest sacrificial animal.  Jesus was 

clearly very angry.  Indeed, it is one of the rare occasions on which Jesus is 

described as being angry.  Yet it is taught that Jesus was merely attacking the 

‘moneychangers’.  This is clearly wrong.  It was principally those who bought and 

sold animals who were making him angry.   

Dr R. Ryder, Exeter 
 

 

Dear Editor, 

I was disturbed to see that The Ark should publish ‘I lay down my life for the sheep’ 

which is simply a theological nonsense [Ark, spring 2014, issue 229].  Apparently, 

Our Lord died on the Cross, not to save the world, but to bring ritual slaughter to an 

end!  This rather contradicts the whole thrust of the New Testament and shows a 

mind-boggling lack of awareness of the fact that we, humankind, are the sheep!... 

Catholicism does permit the eating of meat and Our Lord would have eaten the 

paschal lamb and fish….To argue that Christ died on the Cross for the sake of 

animal welfare - which is what Albert Kaplan says - leaves humankind 

unredeemed… It contradicts what Christ himself [says] about the Atonement. 

Canon M. Lewis, by email 
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Editor’s Comment 

Christ’s death was indeed for the atonement of humankind’s sins, for it was only 

humans who suffered the Fall in Genesis 3.  However, by sacrificing himself, 

Christ also brought an end to the requirement for people to sacrifice animals in the 

temple for the atonement of their sins, which was the purpose of those animal 

sacrifices.  In Jesus’ mission to bring about the new Peaceable Kingdom for the 

whole creation, would he not want to atone for human sin and bring an end to the 

suffering of God’s creation? 
 

Paul says in Romans 8:19-22  

 ‘For the creation awaits with eager longing for the revealing of the 

children of God - for the creation was subjected to futility; not of its own will but 

by the will of the one who subjected it - in hope that the creation itself will be set 

free from its bondage to decay and will obtain the freedom of the glory of the 

children of God.  We know that the whole creation has been groaning in labour 

pains until now.’ 
 

In Matthew 12:7 Jesus says, 

 ‘But if you had known what those words meant, “I will have mercy, and not 

sacrifice” you would not have condemned the guiltless’.   
 

Here he is quoting Hosea 6:6, 

 ‘I desired mercy, and not sacrifice, and the knowledge of God, more than 

burned offerings.’ 
 

 

THE WOUNDED HARE  
 

Dear Editor, 

The photo of hare coursing in the latest Ark (spring 2015, issue 229) reminded me 

of Robert Burns’ sad but beautiful poem.  Writing to Mr Alexander Cunningham 

on the 4th of May, 1789 Robert Burns says,  

 

‘I have just put the last hand to a little poem, which I think will be something to 

your taste. One morning lately, as I was out pretty early in the fields, sowing some 

grass seed, I heard the burst of a shot from a neighbouring plantation, and 

presently a poor little wounded hare came crippling by me.  You will guess my 

indignation at the inhuman fellow who could shoot a hare at this season, when all 

of them have young ones. Indeed, there is something in this business of destroying, 

for our sport, individuals in the animal creation that do not injure us materially, 

which I could never reconcile to my ideas of virtue.’ 

(Continued over page) 
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THE WOUNDED HARE  

 

Inhuman man!  Curse on thy barb’rous art, 

And blasted be thy murder-aiming eye: 

May never pity soothe thee with a sigh, 

Nor ever pleasure glad thy cruel heart! 
 

Go live, poor wanderer of the wood and field, 

The bitter little that of life remains: 

No more the thickening brakes and verdant plains 

To thee shall home, or food, or pastime yield. 
 

Seek, mangled wretch, some place of wonted rest – 

No more of rest, but now thy dying bed ! 

The sheltering rushes whistling o’er thy head, 

The cold earth with thy bloody bosom prest. 
 

Perhaps a mother’s anguish adds its woe; 

The playful pair crowd fondly by thy side; 

Ah! Helpless nurslings, who will now provide 

That life a mother only can bestow! 
 

Oft as by winding Nith I, musing wait 

The sober eve, or hail the cheerful dawn, 

I’ll miss thee sporting o’er the dewy lawn, 

And curse the ruffian’s aim, and mourn thy hapless fate.  

Robert Burns 
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The picture also reminded me of Sir Thomas More’s Utopia, which was published 

in 1516, where we read:      
 

‘And why is it more amusing to watch a dog chasing a hare than to watch one dog 

chasing another? In each case the essential activity is running, if running is what 

amuses you.  But if it´s really the thought of being in at the death, and seeing an 

animal torn to pieces before your eyes, wouldn´t pity be a more appropriate 

reaction to the sight of a weak, timid, harmless little creature like a hare being 

devoured by something so much stronger and fiercer?  .... An ordinary butcher 

slaughters livestock far more sparingly and only because he has to, whereas a 

hunter kills and mutilates poor little creatures purely for his own amusement.’  
 

And from William Blake’s Auguries of Innocence: 
 

Each outcry of the hunted Hare 

A fibre from the Brain does tear.   

 

Joe Cocker, by email 

 

Dear Editor, 

Congratulations again on another beautiful issue of The Ark.  Well edited in every 

way.  God bless you and your work. 

 

Dr Edward Echlin, by email 

 

Please do write in or email and ‘have your say’! 
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NEWS FROM AUSTRALIA 

 

Dear Friends, 

 At our AGM last November, Bishop Hilton Deakin, who had officiated at 

our animal blessing service and annual Mass (see The Ark, No. 229), agreed to 

become our chaplain. We are delighted that he has done so, a very worthy 

successor to our previous chaplains (who included Father Luciano Rocchi, 

OFMCap, and the late Father Philip Astley, SJ). Emeritus Bishop Hilton Deakin, 

DD, PhD, AM, was an Auxiliary Bishop of Melbourne (Eastern Region) from 

1993 to 2007. He is well known for his effective work for social justice both here 

and abroad. We welcome him most heartily.  

 The committee of CCA-Aus is now as follows: 

 

 Chairman and Treasurer John Francis Drennan   

 Vice-chairman  Susan Christiansz    

 Secretary   Paul Crossley     

 Ordinary member  Pauline Turner 

 

 We are all located in Melbourne. We would be glad to meet with members 

from overseas or interstate who might be visiting this part of the world. 

 

John Drennan - CCA-Australia 
 

NEWS FROM POLAND 

 

Dear Friends,  

 I am really honoured that I could write to all readers of The Ark. This is my 

first letter from Poland in which I would like to introduce myself and briefly 

present my plans for future cooperation with CCA.  

 There is no organization of Catholics interested in animal rights in Poland 

and therefore I wish to present the vocation and activities of CCA to Polish 

followers of  Christ. The voice for animals must be heard within the Polish 

Catholic Church.  Many people here are interested in the rights and welfare of all 

God’s creatures, but they need assistance and need to be provided with a source of 

information consistent with Catholic teaching.  That is why I wish to spread the 

ideas of CCA, introduce The Ark to Polish Church authorities and launch a 

cooperation with the Environmental Movement of St Francis of Assisi REFA, 

which is the only Polish Catholic organisation that is engaged in the difficult 

challenges of the present ecological crisis.  Its activities are based on the Catholic 

concept of man and the world and Franciscan spirituality.  
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 However, even in such an association, animal welfare concerns are not of 

paramount importance. But the green light appeared. I hope that God will lead the 

idea of promoting animal welfare issues and soon I could write a report about 

CCA’s activities in Poland. 
 

Grażyna Stanek-Czerny - CCA Poland 
 

NEWS FROM THE USA 

Dear Friends, 

 The winter has been long and very hard for the animals in the U.S.A. The 

northeast realized one of the coldest winters on record while the western part of 

the United States realized the ongoing effects of drought. As the spring approaches 

we are once again deeply involved in working with many groups that attempt to 

reduce the overpopulation of stray animals, through trapping and neutering or 

spaying and returning them to their habitat.  In the United States we are faced with 

an enormous amount of unaltered and un-vetted animals.  This not only leads to 

abandoned or stray and sick animals, but to the increase in requests we receive for 

assistance.  It will prove to be a busy spring for us and for others across this vast 

country trying to keep ahead of unwanted litters which no doubt will end up in 

shelters, many of which euthanize for space. 

 We are also the eagerly anticipating the arrival of Pope Francis this 

September in New York City.  An attempt to organize a presence of members of 

the CCA U.S.A.  is underway, with the hopes of being able to attend any services 

or audiences that will be held.  If you would like to be included in our presence 

please email me directly at mariann@catholicconcernforanimalsUSA.org.  

 CCA U.S.A. is an all volunteer organization working to help those without 

a voice.  We are a small yet powerful army of concerned Catholics and Christians 

who have vowed to make a difference in the lives of God's creatures. We work 

diligently and endlessly to raise awareness to the plight of all of God's creation; to 

help make changes that will improve the quality of life for these sentient beings 

and assist those caregivers in need.  Our assistance is varied including, but not 

limited to, veterinary assistance, because no animals should be made to suffer 

because medical care is out of reach.  We have been called upon to provide food 

assistance for the poor and elderly who cannot afford proper nutrition for their 

companion animals.  

 We stand in solitude with many other animal welfare groups against issues 

that range from Pig Rassling in Wisconsin to the Carriage Horse Ban in N.Y.C. to 

the freeing of circus animals, just to name a few.  

Mariann Smith - CCA-USA 

 

mailto:mariann@catholicconcernforanimalsUSA.org
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ARK FUN CROSSWORD   

Number 37 

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10

11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26

27 28

Across 

 6 Didn't understand that when he sold thus no money was made (2,1,4) 

 7 Causes dismay when it is raised (5) 

 9 Reserve publication (4) 

 10 Is there no grass on site where building has already been allowed? (10) 

 11 Helpers assist Verdi broadcast after loss of leader (8) 

 13 Charge for being on grass (6) 

 15 Stateless magical kings (4) 

   17  Travel a distance to hear animal sound (2,3) 

 18 Peaceful smoke? (4) 
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 19 The angle he left was a mess (6) 

 20 Sponsors drink fortified wines (8) 

 23 Privileged when it comes to being ahead in tennis! (10) 

 26 A mob ran round the pulpit (4) 

 27 Fixes on fingers (5) 

 28 Cleanse strange triangle (7) 

 

Down 

 1 Going wrong like the rear-gunner (10) 

 2 Needed before you are finished on the board (6) 

  3 Conveniences all around the city (4) 

 4 Closed too late to stop the horse (8) 

 5 Team following at back of vehicle (4) 

 6 Clearly said 'It's permitted' (5) 

 8 Coward used silk mop (7) 

  12 Seats are found so fast...well almost (5) 

 14 Criminals copy short 'Psycho' villain (10) 

 16 Ditch what the Glastonbury stage has during the festival (7) 

 17 Ali's title claim to be the most famous (8) 

 21 Cyclist selling door-to-door? (6) 

 22 South African mountain bench (5) 

 24 Dry part of popular idea (4) 

 25 Cut German tree (4) 

Solutions - Crossword Number 36 

 

Across: 8 Beth, 9 Marginally, 10 Dismal, 11 Bedtimes, 12 Bar codes, 14 Extras,        
16 Fell, 17 Acres, 18 Able, 19 Ask for, 21 Playback, 23 Coverall, 26 Rotate,            
27 Sliced loaf, 28 Oboe.  

Down: 1 Get in a mess, 2 Chemical, 3 Ambled, 4 Arab, 5 Fiddlers, 6 Lariat, 7 Clue,   
13 Scrap,  15 Allocation, 17 Air raids, 18 Ambition, 20 French, 22 Adrift, 24 Only,    

25 Loos. 
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CASE STUDIES IN ETHICS 

 

 

 

FINAL COUNTDOWN  
 

TO 
 

UK GENERAL ELECTION 

7th May 2015 

 

Please contact your candidates’ offices by phone, email or in person: 
  

 Tell them that you will vote for the candidate who will do the most to stop 

animal suffering. 
 

 Ask them what they will do for animals if they are elected. 
 

 Tell them that your vote will depend on their answer. 
 

Please let us know how they respond. 

Here’s a story which I heard  

Reported recently.                

Someone found a dog                      

Which had been tethered to a tree.         

The tetherer or someone else             

(Prepare to ‘catch your breath’)                           

Poured petrol on it, struck a match,                    

And burned the dog to death. 

Months earlier, there was another case  

To make you sick: 

An angry owner of a dog 

Had killed it with a brick. 

Years ago, teenagers filmed themselves,  

Repeatedly, 

Having fun as they dropped a cat 

From a ‘high-rise’ balcony. 

Many people, surely, think 

Such acts are always wrong, 

But in regard to other subjects 

Many also go along 

With the relativist idea 

That no rule is absolute. 

They fall for ‘situation ethics,’  

Happy to refute 

The Catholic “Catechism”  

(Paragraph seventeen fifty-six). 

To re-design society,  

They choose defective bricks, 

And, equally perversely,  

Use foundations made of sand; 

No wonder that the house  

Is barely strong enough to stand. 

God’s the architect; 

His Church tells people how to build. 

When they don’t comply, they need advice 

(From those whose heads are filled 

With the necessary knowledge) 

On what they ought to do. 

The Catechism’s useful. 

 I rely on it. Do you? 

                                     Anthony Hoffler 
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BOOK REVIEW 

The Politics of Animal Experimentation by Dan Lyons, published by Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2013, ISBN 9780230355118, £74.00. 

T his is a highly technical book written by that rare animal ─ a 

gifted academic who is also a political action-man on behalf 

of animals.  Dr Dan Lyons, of the Centre for Animals & 

Social Justice (CASJ), analyses the politics of animal 

experimentation and of its reform movements, using the 

contemporary concepts of policy networks, policy communities, 

and network dynamics.  We have moved away from the analysis of 

political power based upon the idea of a top-down centralised 

government, towards a ‘differentiated policy’ model ─ that is to 

say the consideration of a far more complex network of markets, bureaucracies and 

other external groups.  A range of networks now influence policy outcomes.  

Thankfully, Lyons tries to redress the recent emphasis on structures by recognising 

some role for human individuals (i.e. reformers) also.  

 As a general rule, perhaps, being at the centre of a historic movement does not 

feel quite like the accounts written about it by brilliant academics forty or fifty years 

later.  The latter do not always interview survivors but rely upon later written sources.  

I suppose, as almost the only survivor of the small clique that initiated the modern 

reforms that led to the current legislation controlling animal research in this country, 

the EU and, to a lesser extent, other countries, I have a duty to history to describe what 

happened. One difference between the modern academic approach and what survivors 

of historic events tend to feel is that individual reformers make a real difference. This 

was certainly true as regards animal experimentation in 1970.  It is often very difficult 

for those outside the system to see where penetrations occur and when critical 

momentums are achieved. CRAE (Committee for the Reform of Animal 

Experimentation), with a dozen meetings with three different Home Secretaries, was 

the penetrator.  Effective individual campaigners included Brigid Brophy, Douglas 

Houghton, Clive Hollands and Angela Walder. 

 This is a beautifully written book that gives a very important subject (animal 

protection) the serious academic attention it deserves.  Dan Lyons devotes much 

acumen to analysing the impact of the current Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act of 

1986.  Animal procedures have been increasing in the UK in recent years due largely 

to GM research.  Nearly four million procedures are now licensed annually, about 3 

per cent of which are classified as ‘severely’ painful.  If everyone reading this review 

would now write, today, to their MP (and rival General Election candidates) asking for 

his or her party’s policy on stopping at least this severely painful 3 per cent ─ then we 

might achieve something for our tortured friends.  

Dr Richard D Ryder 
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PRAYERS FOR ANIMALS 
 

A PRAYER OF ST BASIL OF CAESARIA 
 

Although many people will be familiar with this prayer, it is worth re-visiting it 

over and over again.  It so beautifully sums up our current situation, even though it 

was written in the 4th century, some 900 years before St Francis of Assisi.  It is a 

sad reminder of how little progress has been made over the many centuries. 

******************************** 

 Gracious Father, 

 Of your own free love you created the universe 

 And every animal and bird is good in your sight. 

 For our failure to reverence what you have made, 

 Have mercy on us. 
 

 Gracious Redeemer, 

 You sent your Son to defeat the sin and evil of this world, 

 To liberate creation from its bondage to decay 

 And to bring us into the glorious freedom of the children of God. 

 For the wanton cruelty and destruction inflicted upon your creatures, 

 Have mercy on us. 
 

 Gracious God, 

 You have marked us with the seal of the Spirit 

 And called us, weak and sinful though we may be, 

 To proclaim your kingdom of peace and love. 

 For our reluctance to heed your summons to stand for you 

 Against human abuse of animals and arrogant exploitation, 

 Have mercy on us. 

From ASWA’s ‘Good News for Creation’ Service 

 

 

 O God, enlarge within us the sense of fellowship 

with all living things, our brothers the animals to whom 

Thou has given the earth as their home in common with 

us.  We remember with shame that in the past we have 

exercised the high dominion of Man with ruthless cruelty, 

so that the voice of the earth, which should have gone up 

to Thee in song, has been a groan of travail.  May we 

realise that they live, not for us alone, but for themselves 

and for Thee, and that they too love the sweetness of life. 
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HYMNS FOR ANIMALS 

 

In each edition of The Ark we feature hymns for animals which have been written 

by people who feel that animals and all creation should be reflected in our daily 

worship. 

 

 

 

OH TEACH US DEAR FATHER 

Tune: Immortal Invisible God  

Words: by Carol Williams 

 

1.  Oh teach us dear Father, 

Creator of all, 

Respect for your creatures, 

The great and the small. 

Oh give us compassion 

And help us to care 

For all forms of life 

On this planet we share. 

 

2. Lord help us protect them, 

Your flocks and your herds, 

For they will not suffer 

If we heed your words. 

The trapped and the hunted, 

The frightened and meek, 

Lord teach us to help them, 

The dumb and the weak. 

 

3. Lord make us remember 

Their value and worth. 

We’re all equal members 

Of your precious earth. 

You gave your dominion 

To our human race. 

Oh give us the wisdom 

To use it with grace. 

NOW THANK WE ALL OUR GOD 

Tune: Gospel by G.F. Handel  

Words: by Wanda Oberman 

 

1. Now thank we all our God 

For all of your Creation, 

For all that live on land 

And in the mighty ocean. 

It is our Father’s wish 

That we should love his world 

And treat all with respect 

In this world and the next. 

 

2. Give praise and thanks to God, 

The Father now be given, 

For all that live on earth 

And fly within the heaven. 

So let our hearts be free, 

Let creatures be at rest 

And free us from all ills 

In this world and the next. 

 

3. Oh may this loving God 

Be ever close and near us, 

To comfort and to soothe 

Away from noise and rumpus. 

Protect all living things 

That share our wondrous globe. 

Help us to love thy realm 

And keep us on the road. 
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OBITUARIES 

 

 

 

Prayers are requested for the repose of the souls of recently deceased members: 

Mr Peter V. Jordan of Loose, Maidstone, Kent 

Sr Mary Brennan of Burgess Hill, West Sussex 
 

Norm Phelps (1939 - 2014) 

Norm Phelps was a tireless advocate for animals, whose 

wisdom and personal gentleness will be missed by many. 

He was a peacemaker who spoke up for the countless 

voiceless non-humans who are brutalised on a massive 

scale throughout the world. 

 Among Norm’s contributions to the animal 

protectionist literature were The Dominion of Love: 

Animal Rights According to the Bible, in which Phelps 

argues that an honest and vigorous reading of the Bible favours animals rights just as 

much, if not more than, human rights, The Longest Struggle: Animal Rights from 

Pythagoras to Peta, an overview of the long campaign to prevent animal 

mistreatment and The Great Compassion: Buddhism and Animal Rights.  The 

significance of his life’s contribution to the animal movement cannot be overstated. 

 

BEQUESTS AND DONATIONS 

Bequests and donations provide most of our income, so please remember our 

two charities when drawing up your Will:  

 Catholic Concern for Animals, which publishes and distributes The 

Ark, directs all our activities and employs a part time General 

Secretary. 

 The Phyllis Mary Trust, administered by Catholic Concern for 

Animals, which provides grants to small, struggling rescue centres and 

sanctuaries. 

For donations, please make out all cheques to CCA, but mention the Phyllis 

Mary Trust on a note if that is where you would like the money to go. 
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The Rev. James Thompson - died 30th January 2014 (By Marian Hussenbux) 
 

The Rev. James Thompson, known as the Animals’ 

Padre, died peacefully in hospital on Friday, 30th 

January 2014, aged 84.   

 Pastor, chaplain, writer and very active 

campaigner for all animals, he initiated and attended 

many protests, vigils and services over the years, in 

north Wales against live exports, in Chester for the 

badger, and the turkeys sacrificed at Christmas, at 

Hillgrove, and in Cambridge against vivisection labs – 

just a few examples of his witness. He spoke up 

strongly in support of campaigners against the bullfight 

in Spain and, with Doreen, his wife, demonstrated 

outside the bullrings in SW France. 

 He conducted the service at the Animals’ War 

Memorial in London every year – in fact, he was instrumental in getting the tradition 

started. He held many animal blessings at the Baptist chapel in Holywell, Flintshire, 

where the family lived. 

He was a lovely man, devoted and committed to helping animals all over 

the world, having great courage of his convictions, and always ready to support his 

friends in other faiths and denominations. On his website he wrote of his visit to 

Germany in the 1990s: 

 ‘Pastor Michael Blanke was soon to invite us a second time to Germany; but 

this time we would end up as guests to the Catholic Dean of Wiesbaden.  Indeed, the 

venue was the beautiful Catholic Church of The Holy Family.  The Church was 

packed to capacity by animal loving worshippers of all the major denominations.  

And before the actual worship began I had been invited by the Dean to participate in 

Holy Communion.  “Just give me a blessing Father, I understand your dilemma and a 

blessing will abundantly suffice at this morning’s Mass!” I said.  His reply was “You 

will offend me greatly if you do not partake of the Blessed Sacrament”. 

Indeed, as is usual, the animals were again on their best behaviour.  It was 

incredible how well behaved they all were.  And during their time of blessing, near 

the end of worship, a delightfully warm hearted and sensitive lady came forward. 

“May I speak to you?” she asked. “Of course!” I replied.  Her words were something 

like this: “You understand, I’m brought up a Catholic and you a Protestant, and our 

churches have been kept apart from each other down the many years.  Today the 

animals have brought us together as one and I am so very happy”.’ 

Let us hope he is now reunited with all the creatures he prayed for in this 

world. We have lost a wonderful friend for the animals.  Let us hold him, Doreen and 

the family in the Light.  His website is: http://www.all-creatures.org/ap/ 

 

http://www.all-creatures.org/ap/
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Mark Glover 

DIARY DATES 
 

Quaker Concern for Animals AGM – Saturday 9th May at Friends meeting House, 173 

Euston Road, London. Speakers: Dominic Dyer, CEO of the Badger Trust.  
 

Anglican Society for the Welfare of Animals AGM – Saturday 16th May at St 

Michael’s Church, 4 Chester Square, London, SW1W 9HH at 11.00am. Guest speaker: Vanessa 

Amaral-Rogers from Buglife – the Invertebrate Conservation Trust. 
 

Ecumenical Animal Welfare Retreat – Monday 18th May – Friday 22 May, Noddfa, 

Penmaenmawr, North Wales. Contact Chris Fegan, Catholic Concern for Animals at 

chrisfegancca@gmail.com. 
 

Animal Blessing Service – Sunday 31st May at 3.00pm at St Michael and All Angels 

Church, Mildred Avenue, Watford. Guest speaker Revd Prof. Martin Henig, vice president 

ASWA. 
 

Cheltenham Interfaith Forum – Thursday 25th June at 6.00pm. Talk by Barbara 

Gardner on The Compassionate Animal  and the Animal Interfaith Alliance.  
 

Interfaith Celebration for Animals – Sunday 12th July at 3.00pm at Golders Green 

Unitarian Church, 31 Hoop Lane, Golders Green, London. To celebrate St Francis Day, Mahatma 

Gandhi’s birthday and World Animal Day. Guest Speaker, CCA Vice Chair, Dr Deborah Jones 

speaking on Pope Francis’ new Encyclical on the Environment and CCA’s contribution.  

Followed by the Animal Interfaith Alliance’s AGM. 
 

Animal Blessing and Thanksgiving Service for Pets - Saturday 3rd October at 2.00pm 

at St Martin’s Anglican Church, Mortimer Road, Kensal Green, London, NW10 5SN (two 

minutes walk from Kensal Green station and no. 18 bus).  Service led by Revd Graham Noyce, 

celebrating the feast day of St Francis of Assisi. An opportunity for pet owners of any 

denomination to celebrate animals. Well behaved pets welcome.  Refreshments to follow. For 

further details please email animalblessing@hotmail.co.uk or telephone 07958 950137. 
 

Animal Blessing Service - Sunday 4th October at 3.00pm at St John Vianney Church, 

Charlton Road, Wantage, OX12 8ER.  Animals and their well behaved owners are all welcome to 

join Tracy the donkey at their own special service to mark the Feast of St Francis of Assisi.  

Service led by Canon Peter Turbitt. Tea, carrots and dog biscuits afterwards. 
 

ASWA Remembrance Sunday Service - 8th November at 3.00pm at the Animals in 

War Memorial, Park Lane, London. 

 

Regular Events 

Every Wednesday: Prayer link-up at 9.30pm. Wherever you are. Irene Casey has a prayer 

suggestion sheet: Tel. 01925 657890. 
 

Every first Saturday of the month: Prayers for Animals at 12.15pm. Gloucester Cathedral, 

Check with Rev. Helen Hall on 07919 538077. 
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CCA MEMBERSHIP FORM  

Registered Charity No 231022 

  

Life membership £200; Annual membership £20 

Overseas Life Membership £300; Annual Membership £30 

 

Please send the completed page to the Membership Secretary (not your bank): 

Frances Chalk-CCA, 26 The Fairway, Upminster, Essex, RM14 1BS. 

  

Please circle the appropriate area below 

I wish to:  

- join  

- renew  

- become a life member  

- donate  

 

Please EITHER send a cheque (made out to ‘CCA’) 

            OR complete the following Bankers Order Form. 

 

Please tick this box for the Gift Aid scheme if you pay UK Income Tax 

or Capital Gains tax. ☐  

 

Bankers Order Form 

To (name of your Bank/Building Society)………………………………………….. 

Bank’s Address ……………………………………………………………….…….. 

………………………………………………..Post Code …………………….……. 

My account number is………………………..Sort Code ……………………….…. 

 

I would like to give the sum of £………….. on the 1st day of each month / year 

Starting on ……....…/……….… (MONTH / YEAR) until further notice in writing,  

to Account number 00006345 of Catholic Concern for Animals, at Cafcash  

(40-52-40), Kings Hill, West Malling, Kent, ME19 4TA 

  

NAME & ADDRESS (in block capitals please ) (Rev / Mr  / Mrs / Ms / ….…...) 

…………………………………………………………………………………..….. 

………………………………………………………………………………….…... 

…………………………………………….Post/zip code: ……………………..…. 

Email address:…………………………………………………………………..….. 

 

DATE…………………….SIGNED:…………………………………………..…..  
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Mark Glover 

 

 

www.catholic-animals.org  

Wormwood Scrubs Pony Centre  

Iris with Rudolph the Donkey 


